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When heart attack strikes 

Merriman Cunjnggim Chancellor Eliot 
DANFORTH FOUNDATION 
MAKES $15 MILLION 
GRANT TO UNIVERSITY 
T HE DANFORTH FOUNDATION has made a $ 15,000,000 grant to \~!ashington University for general support. The grant is to be 
paid over a five-year period. 
In announcing the grant, Merriman Cuninggim, President of the 
Danforth Foundation, said, "\X!e realize that these are times of unusual 
financial difficulty for private universities. Additional funds in sizeable 
amounts must be found if they are to continue to make a significant 
contribution to higher education. Much value would be lost if the 
private sector did not exist. 
"Washington University has now become one of the finer private 
universities in OUf country. This grant reflects the achievement of 
the present administration and the Foundation's confidence in the 
ability of the University to maintain a high level of academic excel­
lence." 
I N ACCEPTING the grant Chancellor Eliot commented: "The mag­nificent gift by the Danforth Foundation is significant, encouraging, 
and challenging. 
"Its significance lies primarily in the fact that the Foundation is thus 
massively supporting an institution of private higher education at a 
time \vhen the future of private universities is clouded by financial 
difficulties. 
"It encourages us at Washington University because, over the last 
two decades, we have been striving to put this university into the 
forefront among the nation 's universities, in tem1S of academic quality 
and usefulness. The gift indicates both recognition of our progress 
and faith in our future. 
"Finally, it is a challenge. To achieve its purpose, to maintain the 
strength and quality of the University, it must be more than matched 
with other contributions from private sources. I am confident that the 
challenge will be met-by the alumni and other friends of \'<fashington 
DANFORTH FOUNDATION GRANT 
University, indeed by all who recognize the local and national need 
for independent and excellent institutions of higher learning in this 
country." 
The grant will be paid in installments of $3,000,000 per year. Of 
these funds the University, exclusive of the :Medical School, will receive 
$2,000,000 and the Medical School $ 1,000,000 in each of the five years. 
SPEAKING FOR the Foundation, President Cuninggim said: "\'{/e are under no illusion that this grant will meet the needs of Wash­
ington University for the next five years, for the total needs will far 
exceed the amount of this grant. Rather, we see this grant as simply 
supplying the necessary funds over and above those which the Uni­
versity can reasonably expect to receive in contributions and gifts 
which will be required to provide a quality educational program." 
The continuing financial need of the University was emphasized 
by Chancellor Eliot: "To maintain over-all quality we have to raise 
around $5,000,000 annually in operating support for the University 
exclusive of its School of Medicine. The Danforth Foundation's gift 
will help us tremendously in doing this, while not relieving LIS of our 
duty to operate as efficiently and economically as possible. The gift 
also gives new and needed assurance to ollr great lv{edical School, at 
a time when costs are rising and there is some question about the 
continuance of the present level of Federal support for medical edu­
cation." 
THE I?ANFORTH FOUND~TION, created b~ the late NIr. and Mrs. \Vdbam H. Danforth 11l 1927, IS a phIlanthropy concerned pn­
marily with people and values. Presently the 'Foundation focuses its 
activities in two major areas, education and the city. In these areas 
the Foundation administers programs and makes grants to schools, 
colleges, universities and other public and private agencies. 
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COVER: \"'hen heart attack 
strikes-HIl ambulance races for 
help with olle of the 1.5 million 
coronary victims hit each year 
in this country. For the story of 
thc University's part ill this war 
on the 1\0. I kill er of Olll' timcs, 
see "Thc Attack on Heart At­
tacks," beginning on Page 4. 
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By FRANK O'BRIEN 
THE ATTACK ON HEART ATTACKS 

0 :1\ DAY last spring an 84-year-old man was visiting a patient at Barnes Hospital in the Washington 
niversily medical center. He was on the elevator when 
he was stricken with a sudden heart attack-a complete 
cardiac arrest. \Vhen the elevator stopped and the doors 
opened, he fell into the corridor almost into the arms of 
one of the enter's leading thoracic surgeons who hap­
pened to be standing there waiting for the elevator. The 
surgeon immediately began emergency resuscitation 
while calling out for help. By the time a coronary team 
arrived on the scene, the surgeon had restored the man's 
heart action. \Vithin a few hours, he was out of immedi­
ate danger, comfortably resting in the Coronary Care 
Unit. A fcw weeks later, he went home. 
That incident represented the optimum in swift coro­
nary care, but unfortunately few victims of heart attacks 
collapse into the arms of a competent physician within a 
IwspitaI equipped with a modern coronary care unit. In 
the morc typical case, the victim begins complaining of 
"indigestion" after dinner, spends the evening taking 
baking soda and debatillg whethcr to bother the family 
doctor, and finally the next morning calls the doctor and 
begins the trip to the hospital. Statistics show that about 
.50 to 60 per ccnt of persons \-\1ho die of heart attacks 
ncver make it to the hospital. Far too often there is liter­
all a fatal delay between the onset of symptoms and the 
beginning uf medical tTeatmen t; tragically often the pa­
tient i stricken on the golf course or in the office and 
dies before medical help can be summoned. 
Cardiovascular disease is our No. 1 killer. In the Unit­
ed States alone, about 1.5 million are stricken with heart 
attacks cach year, 600,000 fatally . Every minute around 
lhc clock someone dies of a heart attack. 
l'vl edical scientists are convinced that this appalling toll 
can be substantially reduced with the knowledge and 
techniques already available. Much can be done through 
the cducation of the public to recognize early signs of 
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heart attack, but to make any serious inroads on the 
death toll, the interval between attack and treatment ha 
to be drastically reduced. Since more than 80 per cent of 
suddcn heart attack deaths occur within twenty-four 
hours of the first symptoms, the name of the game in 
coronary care is speed; the enemy is time. 
A recent development that is already cutting into the 
death toll and which promises great advances for the fu­
tme is the establishment of coronary care units in hos­
pitals throughout the country. There are about 2000 of 
these units today, varying greatly in size, capacity, and 
sophistication. However, they all share the same basic 
idea: to segregate coronary paticnts in a specialized area 
of the hospital , to make available in that area all of the 
latest tools and techniques of medical technolog, . to 
staff the unit with a well integrated team of medica] 
specialists, and to base the operation of the facility on 
modern management principles and an organization 
geared to the systematic delivery of health care. In hos­
pitals equipped with such units, the death rate from 
heart attacks has already been reduced by about a third 
and experts feel that widespread application of the ap­
proach could save 60,000 lives a year. 
THE ConO:\'AHY CAnE Unit in the Washington University medical center was opened in October, 1969. It is or­
ganized ns a section of the Division of Cardiology of the 
Department of Medicine in the Washington University 
School of Medicine. The physical facilities are financed 
amI operated by Barnes Hospital and by the Cardiovas­
cular Rcsearch Laboratories of the School of Medicine. 
Its objectives are threefold: to provide optimal care for 
patients with serious cardiovascular disorders, to educate 
physicians , nurses, and paramedical pel'sonnel in cardio­
vascuiD.r intensive care, and to further research into the 
diagnosis and treatment of disorders of the heart and 
circula tion. 
Cardiovascular diseclse is ollr No.1 killer. A million and 
a half persons suffer heart attacks each year in the United 
States and more than 600,000 die. At If/ashingtoll 
UnilJenity, medic(tl scientists are fighting this scourge on 
many fronts. One of the most promising lines ot attack 
centers around the Coronary Care Unit at Barnes Hos pital. 
establi.rhed and operated clJ Cl joint endeavor of Barne.! 
p(ltient care experts, WClJhingtoll University medical 
scientist.i, and the computer scientists of the Universit/I 
Biomedical Computer Laboratory. 
Photographs by ]-{ EBB \IV EfTMA?'-' 
The name of the game in coronary care is speed. Here, members of the Coronary Care 
Unit team rush a patient from the emergency room to the intensive cart' area. 
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Dr. Gerald A. \·\Tolff ( center), director of thc Cornnary Care Unit , confers with the Unit's 
stall of res idents, interns, nurses, and technicians during regular morning rounds. 
Establishment of the million dollar facility required 
about $500,000 for renovation of the building area, 
$2.S0,OOO for electronic equipment and other furnishings, 
and <Ibout $200,000 for computers and associated equip­
men t. Approximately $750,000 of the total cost was un­
derwritten by Barnes Hospital and the balance by the 
\iVashingtoll University 13iomedical COlllpU tel' Laboratory 
through grants from the National Institutes of Health. 
Research laboratories were ouL£itted by the University's 
Department of Internal Medicine. Of the $750,000 un­
denvritten by Barnes Hospital , $400,000 was provided by 
tlw gencrosity of the Barnes Hospital Auxiliary and 
$:310,000 by the Albert M. Keller Trust Fund. 
The Unit's operations are overseen by the Coronary 
Care Committee, made up of the chairman of the~ De­
partment of Internal Medicine, the chief of the Division 
of Cardiology, the director of Barnes Hospital, the direc­
tor of the :-.inrsing Services, selected members of the Di­
visioll of Cardiology and of the priva tc medical staff, the 
director of the vVashington University Biomedical Com­
pute.r Laboral-ory, and the Coronary Care Unit director. 
DH. GEIL<\LD A. \,VOLFF, directOi' of the Unit and all as­sistant profcssor of medicine, helped plan the facility 
he now directs. Dr. \VolfF, who had started out intending 
to be a lawyer and completed olle year at Harvard Law 
School before switching to medicine, received his ~I .D. 
from \Vashington University in 19fH . He interned and 
served as assistant resident at Bostoll City Hospital and 
then went to Peter Bent Brigham Hospital in Boston as a 
cardiology fcllow. At the Brigham, he worked with Dr. 
Bcrnard Lawn, the internatiooallv knowil cardiologist 
who is also director of that hospital's coronary care unit. 
He also spent a year as a cardiology fellow with Dr. 
\-\T. Procter Harvey at Georgetown University and served 
two years in the Navy as a cardiologist at the OakJaud 
Naval Hospital. 
At the Coronary Care Unit, he directs a tcam of cardi­
ology fellows, residents, interns, nurses, and technicians. 
As in all the hospital areas within the medical center, 
the private physicians retain thcir roles as attending phy­
sicians for their patien ts. 
The most important factor in intensive~ coronary care is 
Dr. C. Vi'h eeler Deem, ass istant 
resident (left), and Dr. \Voill 
examine a recently admitted coronary 
patient. Note the alTay of electronic 
monitoring equipment in background. 
tbe nurse. The well trained nurse and the vital role she 
plays is the key to the Sllccess of any corOllary care unit. 
Through continuous assessment of the patient by direct 
observation and cardiac monitoring, she can immediately 
deted the first signs of complications and initiate :1p­
prQpriate therapy herself when feasible, saving precious 
Lime when minutes and even second.s count. 
All nurses on the staff of the Coronary Care Unit 
receive intensive training in a special eight-week coronary 
care course taught by Barnes Hospital. Only afteer she 
has cOlllpleted the course does the llurse begin work 
in the Unit, and then she goes through an apprcmticc 
b'ainin,g pcriod before she takes on the full rcsponsibility 
of a coronary care nurse. Inknsive coronary care is a 
teal1l operation rcquiring the knowledge anel skills and 
services of Illany different kinds of professionals , but the 
keys tone of the whole operation is an e litc corps of 
specially trained nurses w'ith strong motivation and high 
morale. 
The Coronary Care Unit on the eighth floor of the Ranc1­
Johnson lvlemorial Surgical Wing of Barncs Hospital con­
sists of a six-bed acute area and a nine-bed graduated 
area. Each bed is in a private room with sliding glass 
doors so that the staH can keep a constant eye on all pa­
tients but with full draperies if privacy is uceded. To 
help reduce the disorientation aud anxiety that often af­
Hict hem'\: a ttack patients in the first hours and days , each 
room has a window, a clock, and a calendar. The rooms 
al'f~ tastdnl1v furnished , soundproofed, and temperature­
controllecl. 
In both units , wall-shelf mounted equipment at each 
hedside contains an electrocardiogram amplifier, a hcart 
rate mctcr with high and low alarm limits , a dual chan­
nel oscilloscope screen that gives a constant display of 
the patient's ECG signal, and blood pressure-monitoring 
eqllipment. 
AT THE CE:,\TEH o( each unit are hv() separate consoles containing monitoring equipment for each patient. 
The nurse's console contains a 19-inch oscilloscope, giving 
a constant reading 011 cac.h patiC"nt, allcl a set of status 
lights that givc instant alarms on changes in heart beat or 
on malfunction of any C"quipment. Each ECG is also 
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automatically and continuously inscribed on paper rolls 
and is instantly available. A separate consol called a 
discussion station is available to physicians to review the 
status of any patient. The discussion station contains a 
dual channel oscilloscope, a paper ECG recorder, and a 
blood pressure indicator. In each unit there are two ceil­
ing-mounted oscilloscopes giving constant readings on 
every pa tien t. 
Resusdtative equipment is available immediately in 
both units. Oxygen, suction equipment, electric shock ap­
paratus, defibrillators, catheter pacemakers, and mechan­
ical cardiac compressors are on constant standby status. 
In each unit an emergency cart, containing a complete 
supply of all drugs and emergency equipment that might 
be needed, is instantly available. 
In addition, between the two units is a specially 
equipped room where pacemakers can be installed and 
supportive cardiac procedures of all kinds can be per­
formed without delay. Laboratories for heart and blood 
research are adjacent to the units. 
T ilE COlW!';AHY CAllE Unit here is similar in organiza­tion, equipment, and operation to other intensive 
care coronary centers throughout the country. In one re­
spect it is unusual, if not perhaps unique. That is in its 
usc of the compu ter as a diagnostic tool. 
It is not unusual that \Vashington University's facili­
ties should employ the computer more thoroughly than 
most institutions, for the University has for some years 
been among the leaders in the application of computer 
technology to biology and medicine. \Vashington U niver­
sity has long had a vigorous computer sdence program. 
fn 196.3, this program was enormously strengthened when 
a group of computer scientists from Massachusetts In­
stitute of Technology moved to \Vashington University. 
The group, along with the previously formed Biomedical 
Computer Laboratory, has been extremely active in the 
design of new computers and the application of com­
puter techniques to the biomedical field. 
The \Vashington University computer laboratories have 
been active in the use of the LINC computer (perhaps the 
first mini-computer) as an important part of experimental 
apparatus working "on-line" and in "real time" with the 
patient. The Biomedical Computer Laboratory staff, work­
ing with scientists in medicine and biology on pradical 
application to research and therapy, is closely tied with 
an allied organization, the University's Computer Sys­
tems Laboratory, a research center built around the 
team of scientists who originally desif,'11ed the LINC and 
are now engaged in the design and development of new 
computers and computer techniques for use in the bio­
medical field. 
\\Then \Vashingtnn University and Barnes Hospital ex­
perts first began planning the new Coronary Care Unit, 
the Biomedical Computer Laboratory staff was called in 
to help plan the equipment and to determine how best 
biomedical computer technology could help. 
Dr. Jerome R. Cox, Jr., director of the Biomedical 
Computer Laboratory, was named to the Coronary Care 
Committee an d worked very closely with Dr. Vlolff and 
other members of the committee in designing the Unit 
and its equipment. Computer scientist Floyd Nolle was 
diredly in charge of development of the Coronary Care 
Unit monitoring system and of the Unit's unique digital 
computer system for monitoring electrocardiographic 
rhythms. 
The major challenge faced by the computer team was 
to design equipment capable of giving advance warning 
of electrical malfunctions of the heart. A characteristic of 
coronary disease is sudden death , often occurring with­
out any known preliminary symptoms. In many cases, 
postmortems on the vidims reveal no damage to the 
heart, no visible deterioration of heart tissue, in effect, no 
obvious cause. These are the "hearts too good to die." 
They simply stop like a clock that has quit ticking. 
I T HAS LCJXG been known that death from heart attack can result from a power failure or an electrical faihue. 
In the first case, massive or critically located destruction 
of heart muscle prevents it from pumping blood effi­
ciently, although it continues to beat regularly. In elec­
trical failure, the heart's muscular action is intact, but 
something goes wrong with the rhythm of the heart. 
There is a breakdown in the heart's biological pacemaker 
that generates the "spark" initiating the heart muscle con­
tradion. This breakdown usually leads to ventricular fi­
Intensive care means constant care . 
Dr. \Volff confers at regular 
"changing of the guard,'" when the 
staff going off duty briefs the 
incoming staff on every patient's 
currcnt status. 
Key to the success of any coronary care unit i.s a corps of specially trained and highly 
motivated nurses. From left : Lillie Bush, Gail Grant, Carol Lammert, Dorothy Beewie. 
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Floyo. Nolle (at computer console ) , computer scientist of th University's Biomedical 
Computer Laboratory, was the project engineer in charge of the design and 
installation of the computer facilities in the Coronary Care Unit. 
brillation, erratic, uncoordinated electrical activity which 
cannot produce an effective heart beat. \Vhen the heart 
fibrillates and goes into the resulting erratic dance, death 
is s\vift and almost always certain. 
."Iost coronary deaths are believed to be due to ven­
tricular fibrillation. Yet, medical scientists have proven 
that fibrillation is reverSible; that it can be stopped in 
time. It is estimated that if a patient who has gone into 
fibrillation is treated withil1 one minute, his chances of 
slll"vival are greater than 90 per cent; after three min­
utes, his chances drop to less thal1 10 pcr cent However, 
resean.:h has shown that whil e venlricular fibrillation de­
velops abruptly it js preceded by specific abnormalities in 
the heartbcat. It has also becn lea rned that there are ef­
fective counter measures to these premonitory abnormali­
tips, especially the use of lidocaine, a substance similar 
to the dentist's novocnin. If administered in time, lido­
ca ine can prevent development of the wild fibriUation 
;1l1d res tore the heart's electrical activity to normal. If 
fibrillation is stopped this way. the patient is usually in 
as good a condition as one who has not expcricnced fi­
brillation. The real test is how far in advance the im­
pending disaster can be detected and how swiftly coun­
termeasures can be taken. 
That's where the computer comes in. No hllman 
watchdog could keep track of all the signals heillg moni­
tored from a patient's heart, compare them to established 
norms, and compute .iust when fibrilla lion was imminent; 
a computer can. 
AT Til E COHOXAJIY Care Unit , tbe patien t's continuous dectroC'ardiogram record , his heartbeats, and other 
pertinent data is fed constantly into a computer. The com­
puter has been programmed to look for nlarm signnls; it 
bas built into its memory banks established norms for 
each patient. \Vhen erratic rhythms or an "arrhythmia" 
develops, when the first pre-fibrillation signs show up, 
the computer can see them coming and can warn the 
staff. "Vith the entire staff geared to swift action, the fatal 
attack can be headed off in time. 
At present, the computer faciliti es can handle only 
two patients at a time, although data on all patients in 
the Unit are feel into the computer and the stnff can re-
Coronary care nurses Carol Lammert 
and Gail Legner keep a constant cye 
un their patients at the nurse's 
console with its built-in oscilloscope, 
warning lights, and other electronic 
equipment. 
placc one patient with another in the computer at any 
time. Very shortly, the capacity will be expanded to six 
patients at a time, and Dr. \Volff hopes that eventually 
all of the patients in the Unit will be on the compllter 
simultaneously. 
ELECTmCAL ~.[ALFt;l\CTIClX is one of the two major acute disorders of the heart; the olher is mechanical 
pump failure or mnlfullctioIl. The classic "heart attack" is 
usually a myocardial infarc tion- the myocardium or heart 
muscle is damaged by the interruption of part of its blood 
supply. If the muscle damage is ex lensive enough , or if it 
is located in a critical area of thc heart, cardiac output 
drops and blood flow to the vital organs may he inade­
qllate to save life. 
A promising new approach at VVasbington University 
as well as at many other resea rch centers to this type of 
pump failure is known as "balloon pumping:' This m~­
chanical circulatory assist is acc()mplished by tlle intro­
duction into an artery of a catheter with a small poly­
ethylene ballooll nt its end. A pump, working in exact co­
ordination with the patient's eleClrocardiogram, pllmp~ 
helium in and out of the balloon. During "cl ia~ tol e, " or re­
laxation of thc heart muscle, the balloon swells and in­
creases the pressure inside the aorta which increases 
hlood flow to vital organs. During "syslole," or hea rt 
contraction, the btl]joon deflates and lowers the pressure 
the heart works against. The effect is to make room in 
the aorta for the blood that the hea rt is ejecting, without 
requiring the high pressure and work which the hea rt 
must normally generate. 
What it adds up to is tllat the strain on the patient's 
damaged heart muscle is removed nnd the injured tissue 
is given time to heal. The ballooll call be iusertcd at the 
bedside in a very simple procedure and it causes the pa­
tient no discomfort or pain ( ill fa ct, it may help to relieve 
painful symptoms). Kept in place for five or six days, 
and pcrhaps for much longer when the technilJ. ue im­
proves, the balloon enables tl1e patient's heart to take 
over its own llluscular contraction, and il gets him 
through a period when tlle pump failure could quickly 
trigger electrical failure. At Washington University, the 
assisted-circulation team is perfecting its technique 011 
11 
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experimental animals and will soon apply balloon pump­
ing to the first human patients. 
Dr. \·Yolff is enthusiastic about the great improvement 
the Coronary Care Unit has made in saving lives . H e 
feels, however, that the concept must be broadened in 
two direc tions: further into the hospital and much further 
out into the community. \\lithin the hospital, he is work­
ing toward integrating the emergency room into the sys­
tem for coronary cases. At present, when any patient ar­
rives in emergency with possible coronary symptoms, the 
Coronary Care Unit is alerted and a team, trained in 
cardiology and armed with the necessary equipment, 
proceeds immedia tely to the scene. Its first objective is 
resuseitation , if necessary; its second to begin monitoring 
the patient immediately and to get him into intensive 
coronary care as soon as possible. 
He also hopes to establish a special coronary recep­
tion area in the emergency ward, with lifesaving and 
monitoring equipment immediately available, and with 
coronary care experts ready to man it. On the other end 
of the chain, he would like to see a unit of several beds, 
adjoining the intensive care center. \·Yhen a patient is 
well enough to leave the Coronary Care Unit, Dr. \:I/olff 
would like to see him finish his hospital stay in an adja­
cent recovery arca, where he would continue to be mon­
itored , by teJemetering his ECG to the main Unit. 
In efft'd it w01lld be a "step-down" system from the 
Coronarv Care Unit to a recovery area where the patient 
would still be monitored, and finally into the care of his 
private physician, armed , Dr. \Volff hopes, with the best 
possible advice on future coronary care . 
DR. VVOLFF would like to ex tend the care in the other directioll also, in a sort of a "step-up" procedure. The 
first step, of course, would be the most intensive possible 
education of both the phvsician and the puhlic about 
the danger signals of impending coronary catastrophes 
and the emergency mcasllres to take when a heart attack 
strikes . He would th en like to see mobile units- specially 
equipped coronary ambulances manned by trained coro-
Dr. Roy Kamada, cardiology fellow, 
and Dr. Neal Feldman, assistant 
resident, with the balloon pumping 
equipment now under study. This 
mechanical circulatory assist offers a 
promising new approach to treatment 
of heart "power" failure, or 
malfunction of the heart's mechanical 
pump function. 
nary expcrts. In additioll to complete lifesaving appara­
tus, the coronary ambulance would have monitoring 
equipment that would get the patient into the computer 
safeguard even before he reaches the hospital. 
Such mobile coronary units already exist in Europe. 
Belfast has mobile "Hying squads" throughout the city, 
and in Moscow all you have to clo is dial "03" and a spe­
cial coronary ambulance is dispatched to your door. 
Another approach, Dr. Wolff believes, would be the 
establishment of neighborhood coronary centers. Each 
center would have resuscitative and monitoring equip­
ment tied into the main coronary care center. The 
neighborhood center would be staffed by trained coro­
nary care personnel, and would both screen out false 
alarms and start genuine cases into coronary care. 
All of these ideas will help to reduce the dreadful 
dea th toll from heart attacks. It is almost equally impor­
tant, Dr. Wolff feel s, to educate all physicians and hos­
pital personnel to proper coronary care, and to inform 
the public of the latest findings on the causes of heart 
disease. 
PROGRESS IS being made and will be made on other fronts. The electronic pacemaker is keeping thousands 
of patients alive after their natural beart pacemaker failed. 
Ilea rt transplants are only in their infancy, but advances 
in the science of immunology may make them common­
place in years to come. Artificial valves and mechanical 
pacemakers may bc succeeded some day by completely 
artificial replacemen t hearts. The war against heart dis­
ease is proceeding on hundreds of fronts . 
"There is a bright future for cardiology," Dr. Wolff 
predicts, "because we are dealing mainly with things we 
can sec. Cardiology is an area where engineering, com­
puter science, and technology can he of enormous help . 
Thousands of lives have already been saved because of 
new approaches to coronary care. Some day we will 
knock cardiovascular disease from its No. 1 spot on the 
list of killers. That day may not be too far distant," 
12 
The author in the jungles of Kedab, Malaya, in 1954, when he served as an observer 
with loyal British troops pursuing ~Ialayan comJllunist terrorists. 
ASIA AND, THE UNIVERSITIES 
By STANLEY SPECTOR 
Professor of Chinese Studies and Director 
of tbe East Asian Langlhlge and Area Studies 
THE CO:MMUKICATIONS revolution has brought Asia within hailing and fighting distance of America, but 
except for the small minority of Americans who are 
called there for business, service, or military reasons, or 
who have accumulated enough money for a study or 
holiday tour, most residents of the American continent 
have little opportunity to see their neighboring continent 
at first hand. For them Asia and the peoples of Asia 
must remain a synthetic image compounded of b'a­
ditiona! lore and stereotypes, Hollywood ballyhoo, TV 
probes, political prose, and the fact and fiction which 
emerge from the swelling literature all the area. 
But in the twentieth ccntury, Asia has also come to be 
an area which raises fundamental problems, provides 
new opportunities, elevates and dashes hopes, and holds 
before us a mirror of ourselves. Asia has been a principal 
field of armed struggle since 1941 and the only area 
where American troops have engaged in full-scale battle 
since the end of World War II. Today Asia figures fully 
as largely as Europe in all American defense planning; 
indeed our policy orientation seems at times predicated 
upon the assumption that the major future threats to our 
security come not from RUSSia and the 'West, but from 
China and tbe East. If Asia is as yet not on aliI' itineraries, 
it is certainly already all our minds. 
How does our society cope with great distanccs? Tra­
ditionally we have relegated this task to our universities. 
The university, more than any other institution, has taken 
on the role of coping with the distant past, studying the 
evolution of earth and man , pausing over the grandeurs 
and follies of antiquity, reconstructing the society and 
languages of our anccstors. Few other institutions have 
had the leisure and resources for such traveJs into 
time-galle-by. The university also plunges into time-to­
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corne, projecting the now into the futurc, whether on 
ea rth or in most di stant space. It is therefore appropria te 
tha t concern for and over As ia, so distant apparenlly to 
mos t, should be cente red largely in the university. 
The departments of Oriental studies which existed 
before World W ar II owed their genes is largely to 
church interest and miss ionary n eeds, and even major 
secular institutions found their fa culty and c:lientele 
largely in the missionary ranks. Asian studies thus werc 
essentially technica l and vocational studies, but be­
(",lllse they dea lt largely with a ri ch humanistic tradition, 
they soon invited comparison with our own humanisti c 
tradition, enjoying the prestige and suA"ering the immo­
bility of museum objects. Ev C;' n D(>we~r' s victo ry at 
iVlanila Bay, which ushered in the era of America 's con­
SCiOIIS imperialism ill Asia ( the roots of this imperialism 
wer~ bic! at leas t fifty years earlie r through Americnn 
participntion in tlw "uneq nal treaty system" against 
China) did littl e to enliven Asian studics in America or 
to bring them in line with America's true economic and 
stra tegic interest jn Asin. 
The Japanese attack upon Pend Hmbor, the prospect 
of the deployment of hundreds of thousands of Amer­
icans to Asia in alliance with the C hinese Nntiona li st­
Communist resis tance movcment, the loss of all the 
Asian colonies (w ith th e exception of Tilda-China ) b y 
our European allies, fin ally made Asian SUlllies relevan t 
to Inrgc American interes ts. Accordingly the universities 
opcneu their muscum cases , blew oiT the d us t, and bc­
g,1ll to assign to Asian Studies importance other than as 
appcncl nges fo classical studies or theology. 
WOHLIJ \ VAI\ U resulted in the trailling of a ncw gen­~'ra tion of Asian scholm·s. Not only w ns there a sud­
den dcmand for in terpreters, illtelli gence offi cers, and mili­
tary analysts , but new dimensions of w nrfare (psycholog­
ical, ecollomic, social ) 1m,allt tha t Asinll sl'holnrship h ad 
to be re lated to the entire spec trum of social studies 
and the humanitics . Finally, planning for victory meant 
that add itional thousands of Americans would have to 
bc trained for the long-ran ge occupation of Asian terri­
tories. Asia had bccome relevant. 
But a problem immediately a rose. \Vhereas the study 
of Latin and Greck and their accompanying cultures had 
long been recogoized as a diseipUne, usually termed 
Classics ; and the study of French, Spanish , and Italian 
had been recognizcd as the authentic discipline of 
Rom ance Language and Litera ture, the situation was 
di ffe rent for Asian Studies. ViTar and post-war requirc­
ments for Asian expertise mean t that ~tudents would 
have to study not only slIch languages as C hinese and 
Japanese, but also the history, geography, and cultures 
of these areas. Unfortuna tely very few h'aditional d e­
partments of history, geography, or art taught anything 
more thnn a smidgen, if thnt, of Asia in their normal 
Euro-America-centered courses. 
;-..Jew demands produced new solutions and area studies 
programs were created . These programs generally in­
volved the establbhment of a D epartment of Asian or 
Oriental Languages and Lite ratures, and the addition­
al offering of "area" (non-language liternture) courses 
ejthel' throu gh existing departmcnts or through special 
institutes or l11ulti-dcp'lltment programs. 
V/hatever the form, the result \-vas the training of a 
new breed of scholars with double allegiance, to a dis­
cipline and to a geographic or cultural area. Because 
the scholars and students involved in these programs 
fo cllssed on common a rcas, th ey brought to bear on their 
research the viewpoints and skills of m,lI1 )' disciplines. 
THE P OSSIBILITIE S of multi-di:ciplinary approaches sug­gcsted bv ASIan area stmhes soon attracted the at­
tention of foundati ons, and in the years immediately fol­
lowing \Vorld \Var II, several institutes and projects 
with area and problem orientation were funded. By then 
the Cold \-\'nr had commenced. \ \lith China in the 
throes of c.ivil wnr and likely to enter the comI1lunisl 
camp, with anti-colonial na tionalist.i c revolutions (usual­
ly supported or dominated by communist or apparclltly 
communist e lcments) stubbornly persistin g nnc! growing 
against our J\' ATO allies, with Japanese labor increasing­
ly res tive undcr the ~vrac.Arthur occupation, with India 
apparentl y unwilling to discriminate in her friendships 
among con1J11unist, non-communist, and anti-communist, 
it became obvious to university and found ntion adminis­
trators alike that the markct fuhlrcs for Asian Studies 
were quite bright. 
The sitrwtion continued to improvc a t the end of the 
forties and into the fifties as the communisLs wres ted 
control of China from Chiang Kai-shek with the apparent 
support of a majority of th e Chinese population. Asian 
Studies stock went even hi gher when, under the banner 
of th e United Nations, American forces confronted Chi­
nese across the firin g lines of Korea. In Bandung, Indone­
sia , a ll Afro-Asian Conference was convened in 1954, a t 
which communists and neutralis ts smileLl blandly at each 
other and threatened to solve th eir d ifferellces peaceflll/u 
in order to stand up agaiost the \Vestern (antI white) 
ill1pcria lists. 
But Asian Studies r all y took off with the Russian 
Sputnik. Under P resident Eiscnhower the :\Tational De­
fens e Educa tion Act was passed. and it has been re­
enacted ever since, providing fed eral support for a 
broad range of educa tional activities within universities 
and colleges, not the least of which is Title VI, which pro­
vides for the establishment and fundin g of ='Jational 
Defense Langunge and Area Centers. 
National Defense Education Act! National D fense 
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Language alld }\rea Cell/cl·s! At first sight and sound 
are these terms not rcassnring? At second sight and 
sound arc they not threatening? Heassuring, hccause 
they inform us that our govenunent ill its wisdom has 
scen fit to elevate some (infinitesimal ) part of the na­
tional hudget to insure that we shall havc adequate edu­
cation to defend ourselves in an age of nlmpant tech­
nology and total hot-anel-cold war. Threatening, be­
cause they inform us that educa tion is being turned 
purposive ly to ulterior cuds and for political (not parti­
san) objectives. III the face of this, who can gainsay the 
stlldent and fa culty radicals when they a rgue that thcy 
are not politicizing the nniversities, but tha t tbe universi­
ties have been politicized by government, fOllndations, 
industry ( in short, by the Establishment). 
National Defense Language and Area Centers in this 
cOlllltry by and large are committcd to goals that vary as 
their faculty and students vary, and have nothing tdWlso­
ever to do with na.t"iol1al -defcnse as SliCh. It is true that 
most of their resea rch findillgs are in thc puhlie domain, 
and can be used by military agencies and other govern­
ment agendcs. It is also tru(-' th at Ollr military ancl other 
government agencies are eager to gain as much informa­
tion as possible about foreign areas, and particularly in 
!il.lch developing and unstabl e areas as Asia, the ~Middle 
East, Africa, and Latin America. 
There can be no doubt that the C.I.A. will succeed in 
recruiting SOme graduates from the Area Centers, that 
some will take military commissions, and that a majority 
will attempt to go into government service or into other 
Centers. The situation is 1I0t unlike tha t in the fields of 
science and technology, but it would profit us little to 
develop this topic at length. Hatller it migh t be instructive 
to examine the activity and role of a single :\Tational De­
fense East Asian Language and Area Center, our own 
Center at \Vashington University. 
As DIHECTOII of the Center, I can take no position for the Center itself 011 qllestions of national policy. Ye t 
I was one of several directors of leading Centers who went 
this May to vVashingtOIl , D .C., to an extraordinary con­
vocation of leading Asian scbo);JI"s ( representing 1700 fa c­
ulty memhers and p()st-gr~lduate students of most of 
th e Centers and Asian Studv Programs in American uni­
versities ) to protest against thn war in Vie tnam anel to 
eall upon Congress to force the immediate withdrawal 
of Amcrican troops from Southeast Asia. 
I confess tha t as a scholar whose efforts are devotf'cJ to 
the shldy of Asia, I do feel a special responsibility and 
do my best to persuade my graduate students to involve 
t11emselves in a sympathetic study of contemporary Asia . 
T strongly argue my points of view with them, hoping to 
convert them to my views through evidence and reason . 
I am aware that lI1y allthority and pre.stige as a Cen­
ter director ca rry a certain independent weight when I 
go before my students or the public, but so do those of 
a successful businessman or clergyman or vice presi­
dent uf a republic . I welcome this weight because it 
is hased at least partially upon a full-time study of Asian 
problems, 'wars, cultures, histories, and aspirations . It 
is based upon yeRrs of living in Asia and with Asians, 
and it is based upon all the resom ees our National De­
fense Language mid Area Centers make available. 
Thc East Asian Centcr at 'Nashing ton Ulliversity re­
Rcds the imagination aud conviction of a group of 
sch()lars and administrators, espccially Professor Stuart 
Queen <111(1 Professor (now Chancellor) Thomas H. Eliot, 
who dreamt of aIHI SUIV realized within a midwestern 
univcrsity, a program which would bring to students 
and the public an awareness of Asja, a knowledge of its 
rich and vari ed cultures, an empathy for its peoples, a 
lihrary which makes available the Asian literary and bis­
torical helitage, opportunities for study in Asia , and a 
chance for ca reers relating to half the earth's people . 
PEHHAPS HALF of tbe .£acultv and one fourth of the gradllate st udents at the Ccnter are themselves Asians, 
whose very presence helps close the distancc between 
Asians and Americans. Their viewpOints vary with their 
national backgrounds and national an(l individual po­
litica l orientations. They offer insights dcnied to most 
Americans and therefore arc pcrhaps our richest single 
resource. From them and from other Asian faculty mcm­
bers and students we learn daily of the impact of events 
and policies upon real people ill East Asia, that is, lIpon 
their fri ends, colle<lgues, and families. 
Courses in the Center range from eonversat.ional Jap­
anese to Chinese poetry of the Sung Period, from Jap­
anese Buddhism to revolutionary movements in Eastcrn 
and Southeast Asia, froln American policy in Asia to the 
historv of the Japanese language, from elementary In­
donesian to readings in Chinese Communist documents. 
'.!lateri als used ex tend from maps snpplied by the Cen­
tral Intelliger.ce Agcncy to the Pro pies Daily snpplied by 
'.'lao Tse-tung's press agency, from reprints of documenb 
writtcn almost three thousand years ago to pamphlets 
published in Hanoi thrce months ago , from color slide 
of the Palace r-Iuseum art collection in Taiwan to re­
cOI·dings of "the East is Hcel" sung by school children in 
Peking. Our faculty-produced research is as varied as 
studies of particles in th e Japanese language, the de­
velopment of the Chinese miLtary-industrial "complex" 
in the nine teenth cen tury, Japanese short stories, Korean 
music, thc ri.se of the Chinese Communist Partv, and even 
of how American school children learn Japanesc. 
\Vhat effect does all this have on onr students? \~7h at­
ever their academic orientations, a significant number of 
them come to share a special responsibility as Americans, 
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as students, and as young scholars of Asia, to act upon 
their learning, insights, and growin!! convictions. \Vash­
ington University students of the Center played a lead­
ing role in organizing the Committee of Concerned Asian 
Scholars more than two years ago at the Philadelphia 
meeting of the Association for Asian Studies. The Com­
mittee constitutes a "rump" group which has prodded 
the Association to concern itself with contemporary is­
sues, especially Vietnam, to take stands on political 
questions, to reassess past scholarship, and to re-evaluate 
the role of scholars of Asia in today's changing society. 
I WOULD JUDGE that a majority of both the faculty and students of our East Asian Center are firmly ranged 
against mo~t aspects of U.S. policy and involvement in 
Asia. The Harvard editor of the Journal of Concerned 
Asian Scholars, the most radical publication in tbe field, 
did his early graduate work at our Center, as did the 
only graduate student invited to speak at the national 
convocation of Asian Scholars to End the \VaL Several 
of the leading campus militants are our students. On the 
other hand, the Center has also trained U.S. Marine offi­
cers, one former C.I.A. intern (possibly others, but they 
are not easy to identify), a local commandant of police, 
and a commanding officer of the R.O.T. . 
Emphasis upon the special competence of universities 
to lead public opinion 011 Asia does not mcan that Asian 
scholars and students havc either a monopoly of J,.'Jlowl­
edge or wisdom. Their audience is extremely limited 
and they compete at a disadvantage with politicians, 
generally well informed foreign correspondents and news 
analysts, and even with the less conscientious lobby groups 
and press. Only in the wake of the massive student pro­
test movement is anything said within the university really 
heing heard. American society has trained specialists, 
called for their existence and services, and then, by and 
large, through its political leadership, ignored them. 
Small wonder, then, that it is only rare bodies like 
the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations, and yOllng 
bodies, like students, who get the message. \\Then it 
comes to Asia, the students, in comparison with the 
general puhlic, are far better informed, for in addition 
to sharing the public media, they are constantly exposed 
to the deepest and best scholarship on Asia available in 
this country. 'When it comes to Asia, the students are 
not far out-they are merely far ahead! 
Controry to what critics of modern students assert, my 
experience informs me that they are extremely willing 
to go beyond the contemporary scene and to reach far 
baek into history for insights. They thirst to ven ture out 
to Asia, to study and observe at close quarter the peoples 
anel societies met for the first time in their college class­
rooms . But the impatience of YOllth with the discipline 
reqllired for language stud" and the rigidity and for­
J6 
mality of the university structure combine to make 
Asian Studies a frustrating, costly, and difficult under­
taking. The miracle is, however, that despite all these 
disadvantages, we are producing more graduates and 
post-graduates with Asian language skills than any other 
non-Asian country in the world. 
In the classroom we put more than tools at our stu­
dents' disposal. We try to involve them in our own Asian 
experiences. Area studies must by their nature have a 
heavy descriptive component since we are dealing with 
distinct and largely unknown (to Americans) parts of 
the world. \ iVithin the field there is room for many ap­
proaches, but for beginning students few approaches can 
be more engrossing than to share true experiences. Such 
experience sharing, however, can become mere story­
telling or travelogues in the exotic, therefore the ex­
periences must themselves be illustrative of concepts, 
informative in terms of later generalizations, and have 
a moral message which wiII awaken the mind and con­
science of youth. It is the task of the teacher to mee t 
such criteria through purposeful aecumu1ation of experi­
ence gained from library and field research and through 
reflection upon his own observations. 
~vly own background serves as an example and per­
haps also an explanation. \Vhen I first came to \Vash­
ington University some fourteen years ago, I was assigned 
to teach the History of Asia (China, Japan, Korea, In­
dia), Peoples and Institutions of Southeast Asia (Indo­
nesia, Singapore, Malaya, Burma, Indo-China ), Peoples 
amI Institutions of Japan and Korea, Peoples and Insti­
tutions of China, as weU as some courses on Chinese 
and Japanese Literature in Translation. I had come to 
St. Louis fresh from two years in Singapore and rv!alaya, 
a rmed with a degree in Chinese history which qualified 
me. to do research on the developmen t of the military­
industrial complex of lIineteenth-century China, to tcach 
modern European and American history, and to offer 
seminars on some medieval Chinese dynasties. \Vithin a 
year I discovered that students were as reluctant to sit 
throllgh as I was reluctant to offer lectures on India , Ja­
pan, and Korea. 
My CLASSES on China went pleasantly enough, but it was in my course on Southeast Asia (a field in 
which I had no formal tmining whatsoever) that excite­
ment developed on both sides of the lectern . Thc reason 
was not hard to discover. I had spent weeks in the jungles 
of Kedah, as an ohserver, in pursuit of the C.T.'s ("Y!a­
laynn "Communist Terrorists") , had spent hours with 
(later) Prime Minister Abdul Rahmann . I had watched 
the British suppress ,) Communist-nationalistic uprising 
through a masterful combination of brutal militarv and 
subtle political tactics. I bore witness to the pr~found 
racial antagonisms existing between Chinese and Ma­
lays and could bring to my students what I had learned 
living in Malay attap huts and frequenting the "Million­
aires" Tanjong Rhu Club of the Chinese tycoons in 
Singapore. Student eyes widened when I compared the 
panty-raids at Mc~"Iillan Hall with the Chinese student 
strikes in Singapore in 1954. To my class on Chinese his­
tory I brought documents of the "100 Flowcrs" Movement 
then shaking Communist China. 
Small wonder that within six months students ap­
proached me asking me to teach them Chinese. It was a 
handful of such students who inaugurated, without cred­
it or fOimality, a Chinese course in 19.56. Those students 
were the true founders of our East Asian Center. 
Each instructional and research activity in America has 
provided me with new insights to bring out to Asia, and 
each period in Asia has opened my eyes a little wider 
to America. Part of this growing receptiveness can be 
atb·ibuted to the fact that in Asia, no matter what one's 
principal activity may be, there is no choice but to an­
swer questions about America. 
OVEll THE PAST thrce years our Celltcr has conducted summer seminars for high school and college teach­
ers in Singapore, Malaysia, and Indonesia. W'e may go to 
study tensions between Chinese and Malays, but we end 
up having to explain tensions bet\veen white and black 
Americans. vVe may go to investigate the problems of 
development in Indonesia but eventually we must try 
to tell the Indonesians why our rivers are poIlu ted and 
our air is foul. 'Ve may go to study the persistence of 
traditional religions and values in Singapore, but sud­
denly we find we must be equippcd to explain a head­
line in the Singapore Straits Times, "Detroit Like Berlin 
Following Racial Riots." 
All of this ent.ers into the cxperience which must be 
organized and presented to students at home. But there 
are other experiences. May, 1954: I see haggard troops 
of the French Foreign Legion from Indo-China, the de­
feated remnants of a disillusioncd colonial army, wan­
uering listlessly along the quaysidc in Singapore; I hear 
a right-wing Chinese bnsinessman gloat over defeat of 
the foreigners. May, 19,5.5: I attcnd the fun era] of Gene 
Symonds, AP representative in Singapore, poet, dreamer, 
friend of youth and labor, beaten to death by youth and 
labor who saw only his skin and not his heart; T hear 
American foreign service officers complain about re­
maining French influences in Saigon and confide how 
we are taking over. 
In Songkla , Thailand, in 1959, I meet Amcrican mili­
tary advisers. Onc is happy, for he is black and to the 
local Thai girb '111ack is beautiful," years before the 
phrase was invented. I hear thc voice of Richard Nixon, 
Vice Prcsident, telling liS to arm the Asians and let them 
fight each other. I puzzle aver the SEATO Treaty, which 
we protest from Southeast Asia as an ineffective fraud 
which most Southeast Asian nations boycott. 
In June, 1968, I am ilt the Tokyo airport and I watch 
planeloads of American boys in soldier suits enter a 
blocked-off lounge. They sit at tables and drink milk. 
Some do not yet shave. Most look bewildered ... they 
are Vietnam-bound. My hatred for soldiery departs and 
I fcel tears rushing to my eyes. The next day my plane 
crashed in Hong Kong Bay, and some miracle saved 
my wife and myself. But that night I still saw those 
soldier-boys and the French troops from Indo-China. 
WHEX YOU CONSIDER how many American scholars have such experiences in Asia, you can see that the 
new attitudes of our stuuents are in part a response to 
rccciving broader and more shocking experience than 
many generations have encountered, even though it 
may have been transmitted second-hand. I am the nrst 
to admit that television's influence is far greater in 
shaping images than professional utterances, but system­
atic research and analysis, sustained over many years, 
llnd fired by personal experience and involvement make 
the deepest and most valid impression. 
Recent cutbacks in funding programs have had the 
benencial effect of shaking the security of academicians . 
Like our nonaclldemic counterparts, and like our stu­
dents, we have perhaps heen unconsciously selling a 
little of our conscience at the altar of prosperity. In the 
bitter contest for fiscal survival, in an era of super-grants­
manship, "ve have been trying to trcad the narrow path 
behveen integrity and practicality. Now that the path 
leads only to divisiveness and uncertainty, our options 
take on new clarity. Now that Vice President Agnew has 
smcared us all with a thick red brush, and ,hranded us 
as "effete," our collective courage returns. 
The terror unleashed against Asian specialists in thc 
late forties and early fifties, which depleted our State 
Department of competence for over a decade, sent dis­
tinguished scholars into exile, and stifled those who 
remained at home, succeeded because then the profes­
sion failed to rally, hecause then students were indiffer­
ent, and because then university administrations were 
rcluctant to subject themselves to criticism. 
Having learned from experiencc the price of submis­
sion and compromise and having learned cven from oc­
casionally misguided students the meaning of moral 
duty and courage, Asian scholars throughout the nation 
havc joined thc protest movement in massive numbers. 
They offer their witness and their knowledge to the pub­
lic, directly, through political channcls, and though 
thcir studeJJts. Asian Studies at the university are thc 
means through which generations of Americans can be 
trained to share the arts of peace and promise of life 
with the peoples of Asia. 
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Lab Theatre . .. Off-Off Broadway-almost a 
thousand miles off-in the unpretentious Academy Build­
ing directly across from the main campus-is a theatre 
whose founder, Dr. Sidney Friedman, calls "the best-kept 
secret in St. Louis." 
Even in a town which mounts melodrama on a show­
boat and occasional serious drama in a second story 
walkup, this ugly duckling of a theatre has to be the 
most unlikely place for thespians in the city. Listed of­
ficially in the Washington University catalogue as "The 
Laboratory Theatre," this "Lab Theatre," as it is always 
called, is housed in a starkly barren room about eighteen 
feet across and sixty feet long bereft of dressing rooms, 
a telephone or even a "john." 
This storefront theatre has no ventilation and not al­
ways adeq~ate heating. Fuses blow frequently. The 
audience, ranging from about thirty to sixty, depending 
on whether productions are presented with a makeshift 
proscenium or in an arena set-up, sits on stacked , utili­
tarian platforms which can also double as a stage. 
"It would be a rationalization to pretend that it is an 
advantage to do without so much," Dr. Friedman, as­
sistant professor in the Performing Arts Area, says can­
did Iy. Yet he admits that the Lab Theatre with a II its 
hang-ups has certain things going for it. "This is a great 
place to work in terms of its isolation," he said. "When 
you are working and working productively, there are no 
interruptions-you can really swing. Audiences agree." 
Last semester twelve student directors produced plays 
there ranging from dramas by Sartre, and such American 
contemporaries as Leonard Melfi, Jean-Claude van Itallie, 
and Michael Smith, to original one-aders by University 
undergraduates. 
In 110t weather, the Lab Theatre's doorway is draped with a gingham cloth to pennit 
the gel ltlest breeze to waft indoors and cool the place, which often fee ls like an inferno. 
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Last season at the Lab Theatre, plays written by three stuuents, Ted Bank, Frank Fcncl, 
and Dan Veaner, were produced, Here, the cast docs a scene from "Friends" h), Bank 
UJ 
F. Scott Fitzgerald 

(Sketch by Ron Adair, BFA 70, from Bettman Archive photo.) 

Dr. Goodwin is a psychiatrist whose research has centered on alcoholism and marijuana lise. An 
EngliJh major as an undergrtlduate, he did graduate work in English at Colttmbic" University and 
wrote syndicated newspaper colllmm for fom yean before entering medical school. This perceptive 
study of Fitzgerald appeared first as the lead article in the annual book nttmber of The Journal of the 
American Medical Association, and is reprinted here with the kind permission of that publication. 
THE ALCOHOLISM 
OF F. SCOTT FITZGERALD 
"Of course, you're a rummy . . . but no more than 
most good writers." 
-Letter from Hemingway to Fitzgerald 
A LCOHOLISM IS unevenly distributed among groups. 
.tl. ~'[ore men than women are alcoholics, more Irish­
men than Jews, more bartenders than bishops. The group, 
however, with possibly a higher rate of alcoholism than 
any other consists of famous American writers. 
"Vhether, as Hemingway said, most good writers are 
alcoholic is uncertain, but apparently a large number are. 
Of the seven Americans who 'were awarded the Nobel 
Prize for literature, four, according to their biographers, 
were alcoholics and a fifth drank heavily. If we compile 
a list of well-known American writers of the past cen­
tury, quite possibly one-third to one-half could be con­
sidered alcoholic. 
How to explain thc high rate of alcoholism among 
authors? Is the association purely chance? Do writers 
drink because of the nature of their work or the life they 
lead? Do bad or obscure writers become alcoholic as 
often as famous writers? (Perhaps fame itself leads to 
alcoholism.) Do writing ability and alcoholism perhaps 
have common roots? Is there some characteristic of a 
good writer-something innate-that predisposes a person 
to alcoholism? 
F. Scott Fitzgerald was an author of distinction and an 
alcoholic par excellence. He was born in 1896 in St. 
Paul, where he spent most of his boyhood. His father 
was a business failure, but the family lived comfortably 
on an inheritance from Scott's matemal grandfather. 
Scott attended a Catholic boarding school and then went 
to Princeton, but dropped out of college in his junior 
year because of illness and poor grades. The following 
year he re-entered Princeton, but after two months joined 
the Army as a second lieutenant. During this period he 
By DONALD W. GOODWIN, M.D. 
AJSiJtant ProjeSJor oj pJychiatry 
began working on his first novel, This Side of Paradise, 
finishing a draft at Princeton and a second draft at Fort 
Leavenworth , where he took officer training. He wanted 
to go overseas-it was 1918-but instead was stationed 
near Montgomery, Alabama. There he met his future 
wife, Zelda Sayre, at a country club dance. 
After the war, Fitzgerald worked for a time in New 
York for an advertising agency, then returned to St. Paul, 
where he finished his novel. It was published by Charles 
Scribner's Sons and became a best seller. A celebrity at 
twenty-four, Fitzgerald married Zelda and began writing 
a second novel, The Beautiful and Damned, as well as 
stories for The Sal.l/·rday Evening Post. 
The Fitzgeralds spent much of the 1920's in Europe, 
living in Paris and on the French Riviera. His third 
novel, The Great Gatsby, was published in 192.5. It sold 
rather poorly, but Fitzgerald made a good 'income from 
short stories and he and Zelda lived on a lavish scale. 
Fitzgerald was well-regarded by other writers-especially 
after The Great Gatsby-and he remained a celebrity 
during the 1920's. 
As the 1920's faded, so did Fitzgerald. During the 
1930's he published one more novel, Tender Is the Night, 
and a number of stories, but his literary production fell 
off and with it his income and fame. His wife became 
psychotic--August Forel in Switzerland diagnosed her 
condition as schizophrenic-and she was hospitalized fOI" 
much of the rest of her life. She died in 1947. 
FITZGEn '\LD Ll~ED for a time near Baltimore whi.le Zelda was beIng treated by Adolph Meyer; then, m 
1937, moved to Hollywood to write for the movies. There 
he met the columnist, Sheilah Graham, who, years later, 
wrote a book about being his mistress. He disliked writ­
ing for the movies and had little success at it (he re­
ceived only one screen credit). He was working on a 
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novel, Th e Lm;t Tycooll, whell, in 1940, at the age of 
forty-four, he died of a heart attack in Hollywood. His 
death was little notcd. Ylany people thought he had 
died years before. Others thought "F. Scott Fitzgerald" 
was the name of a charactel' from a novel of the 1920's. 
\Vhen 118 died, none of his books were in print. 
Then a curious thing happened. Starting in the early 
1900's, Fitzgerald became popular again. His books are 
all in print now and read by millions. The Great Gatsby 
has become a classic, reqllired reading for English majors 
evcrywhcre, and hardly a month goes by without Scott or 
Zelda being mentioned in a magazine r newspaper. 
How would Fitzgerald have taken all this? His friends 
agree he would have loved it. 
But not all of it perhaps. As Leslie Fiedler has 
pointed out, there is a tradition in Western literature that 
great writers should have a flaw, "charismatic weak­
ness." Fitzgerald was a drunk, and this may have ac­
counted for his fame-if Fiedler is right-as I1llleh as his 
literary achievement. 
Fitzgerald's drunkenness, his charismatic flaw, is ex­
traordinarily well documented. It is described in detail 
in his biographies , Fitzgerald discusses it in letters and 
essays, and his novels and stories are crowded with 
drunkards W}lO bear a strong resemblance to their creator. 
WHEN DW Fitzgerald become alcoholic? There are suggestions that drunkenness had a special attrac­
tion for him long before he took his first drink. As a boy 
he enjoyed pretending to be drunk. According to one bi­
ographer, he made such a plausible drunk that girls told 
their mothers he had been drinking and he "reveled in 
his reputation as roue." Fitzgerald llad his first drink at. 
sixteen. He shocked a friend b , tossing down several 
Bronx cocktails and then. to amuse passersb • pretended 
he was the friend's father. From the beginning, ex­
hibitionism nel drinking were inseparable for Fitzgerald. 
At Princeton he acquired a reputation for being unable 
to hold his liquor, cven though generally drank in 
moderation. He may have had little choice. "It was still 
an era when parents promised their sons gold watches if 
they abstained till they were twenty-on ," wrote Andrew 
Turnbull. "Alcohol in any form was forbidden on campus, 
and conspicuolls drunks were frowned upon, so Fitzgerald, 
like most of his contemporaries, confined himself to beer 
in the saloons along l\"assau Street." 
How much Fitzgerald really clrank at Princeton is un­
certain, because he braggecl so much about whatever 
drinking he did clo. "lJardon me if my hand is shaky," he 
,wote his girl friend, "bllt I just had a quart of sauterne 
and 3 Brouxes." Boasting about drinking became habitual, 
so that years later he would introduce himself as "F. Scott 
Fitzgerald, the well-known alcoho\i ," In college he 
liked to appear more drunk than he was-after one beer 
his knees sagged and he went into his drunk act-and 
this, too, persisted into later life. In Paris, Hemingway 
used to be greatly irritated when Fitzgerald pretended 
to pa.. s out after a few drinks. 
Allowing, however, for his histrionics, there seems no 
question that by the time Fitzgerald was discharged from 
the Army at the age of twenty-three and went to work in 
Zelda and F. Scott Fitzgerald 
New York, he was getting drunk regularly and in earnest. 
He disliked writing slogans for the advertising agency, 
Zelda refused to marry him because he had too little 
money, and so he drank. "As I hovered ghost-like in the 
Plaza Red Room of a Saturday afternoon," he later re­
called, "or went to lush and liquicl parties in the East 
Sixties or tippled with Princetonians in the Biltmore Bar, 
I was haunted always by my other life-my drab room 
in the Bronx, my square foot on the subway... ," 
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Quitting his joh, he went on a three-week bcnclcr­
his nrst. Its description in This Side of Pamdise is one of 
literature's most vivid descriptions of a binge . It ended 
on July 1, 1919, the clay Prohibition began. Fitzgerald 
sobered up to nnish his nrst Dovel, but now success, rather 
than disappointment and poverty, was the occasion for 
drinking. I-Ie became an ex travagant, as well as histrionic 
drunk, leaving lavish tips and stuffing filty-dollar bills in 
his coat and vest pockets for aU to see. He and Zelda 
made frequent spectades of themselves-clowning at 
parlies, leaping fully clothed into the Plaza fountain , 
rolling champagne bottles down Fifth Avcnue at dawn. 
All of this rcceiveel a great deal of publicity and lhe 
Fitzgerald legend had begun. 
A
:\n so HAD the prohlems- the sociaJ, domestic, pro­
fessional , and nnally medical problems that, coming 
singly or in flurdes, charactcrize the natural history of 
alcoholism . Fitzgerald began losing friends ("Here come 
the Fitzgeralds," people would groan.). H e was suspended 
from his college club for misbehavior at bouse parties. 
He got in br<l\v!s and was jailed. And as he anti Zelda drank 
more, they fought more. Friends warned they were headed 
for ca tastrophe. One acquaintance rccorded in his diary: 
J11 the evening Zelcla-drunk-elecided to leave Fitz 
and having nearly been killed walhng down RR 
tracks, blew in. Fitz came shortly after. H e had 
caught the same train with no money or ticket. They 
threatened to put him off but nnally let him stay on­
Zelda refusing lo give him any money. They continued 
thcir nght.... 
Zelda complained ahout Fitzgerald's drinking, once 
telling a friend, "Don't let drinking get you in the posi­
tion it's gotten Scott if you want your marriage to be any 
good," but H emingway and others believed she encour­
agcd him to drink because it kept him from his work, of 
which she, having literary aspirations herself, was said to 
be jealous. Sometimes, though , she defended her hus­
band, such as the time she told her father that Fitzgerald 
was the sweetest person in the worlel when sober, to 
wbich her father replied , "Ile's never sober. " 
By bis mid-twenlies, there was no question about 
Fitzgerald's alcoholism- he recognized it and so did his 
fri enels. "I couldn't get sober enough to be able to toler­
ate being sober," he wrote after one interminable party, 
and his bendcrs became morc hequent. "The year after 
their marriage," Turnbull writes, "thciJ drinking around 
New York had been a gay, irresponsible, left-over-from­
college affair, but now their fun was tU111ing destruc­
tive. Fitzgerald vanished into the city on two- and three­
day drunks, after which neighbors would nnd him asleep 
on his front lawn. At dinner parties he crawlcd around 
limier the table, or hack eel ofT llis tie with a kitchen 
knife, or hied to eat soup with a fork." Once he drovc 
his car into a pond becausc it seemed fun. 
Dy his late twenties, the fUIJ was gone. "His drinking," 
Turnbull said, "was something he went off and did by 
himself, like taking a pill. It had no connection with any­
olle else." His work suffered and he felt guilty . When 
twenty-eight years old he wrote his editor about how he 
had "deteriorated" over the previous three years. 
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I produced exactly one play, half a dozen short stories 
and three or four articles-an average of about one 
hundred words a day. If I'd spent the lime ... stay­
ing healthy it'd be different. but I spent it uselessly 
... drinking and raising hell. 
At this time he still wrote only when sober, but in his 
ea rly thirties Fitzgerald began deliberately mixing liquor 
with his work. J-Ie was usually sorry afterwards. Once h 
apologized to his editor for driuking so much when writ­
ing Tender Is ale Night. "A short story," he explained, 
"can be written on a hottlc, but for a novel you nced the 
mental speed that enables you to keep tIle whole pattern 
in yoll1' hcad." 
Fitzgerald's attempts to control his drinking were remi­
niscent of other alcoholics. Hc often went 0)) the wagon 
-toward the end of his life, with Sheilah Graham's help, 
he stayed dry for six months-hut inevitably fell off. He 
tried eating candy. He kept a schedule of his drinks and 
tried rationing himself. For a time he limited himself to 
beer. Nothing worked, so in the end, as alcoholics will, 
he rationalized. Alcohol was the "writer's vice." It 
"heightened feeling." Once, surveying the debris from a 
parly, he commented, "Just think-it's like tIlis now all 
over the country." 
Then his health gave way. He Erst became hypochon­
driacal and developed insomnia. The tindol'S lold him 
be should take more exercise and not drink. He took 
barbihlrates and chloral hydrate to help him sleep, in­
creasiug the dosage through the yenrs but never appar­
ently to the point of addiction. In his micl-thirties Fitz­
gerald had episodes of spitting blood and twitching legs 
and was hospitalized. As n college studcot be had had a 
mild case of tuberculosis-so mild it may have been sub­
clinical-and it is unclcar whether the bloou was gastric 
or pulmonary in origin. Fitzgerald worried about his 
hcalth and had a collection of photograpbs , obtained from 
a tempcrance worker, showing the ill effects of alcohol 
on the kidneys and other organs. These pictures he mull ecl 
over ami made jokes about. He hil'etl nurses to help him 
stop drinking, but sneaked drinks when they were 110t 
looking. 
FITZGEIIALD's BE:\DEI1S in his last years nre vividly de­scribed by She.ilah Graham, and by Budd Shulberg in 
his novel, The DisenchGlrted. His personality had al­
ways undergone marked change when he drank, but now 
tI1C cha.nge was spectacular. Fitzgerald, sober, was gentle, 
considerate, charming. On alcohol he became belligerent 
and maudlin. \Vhat passed for drunken clowning ill his 
younger days was now pathetiC ~lI1d grotesque. Fitzgerald 
knew this, but felt powerless to change. 
Zclda's psychiatrists, Adolph ~'Ieyer and Thomas Ren­
nie, urgcd him to obtain psychiatric treatment, but he 
refused on the grounds tbat it might destroy his effective­
lIess as a writer and he cited several writcrs who he 
fclt had suffered this fate. F itzgerald was fatalistic abont 
the outcome of his drinking. "All drunks," he said, "die 
between thirty-eight and forty-eight." At forty-folll' he had 
two heart attacks and died of the second. 
H ere end the facts, to the extent they are detemlin­
ahle, and the speculation begins. V/hat kind of person' 
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was Fitzgerald? How did he become that person? What 
made him a good writer? \Vhat made him an alcoholic? 
In what way, if any, were his writing ability and alco­
holism related? 
Fitzgerald, everyone agrees, was complicated. J. B. 
Priestley detected in his "riel1ly confused character" two 
opposing sh·ains. There was the starry-eyed, romantic Fitz­
gerald, the percnnial adolescent, spellbound by glamour 
and the glitter of life. Contrasting with this "hot, messy" 
Fitzgerald was the tough-minded Fitzgerald: cool, de­
tachcd, ruthlessly honest about himself and the world 
he recorded. Malcolm Cowley Doted the same "double 
vision"-the way Fitzgerald took part in the "ritual orgies" 
of his time but remained detached, standing "outside the 
ballroom, ~ little Midwestern boy with his nose to the 
glass, wondering how much the tickets cost and who paid 
for the music." 
F ITZGEfiALD VIEWED himself as not one man, or two, but many. "There never was a good biography of a good 
novelist," he wrote. "There couldn't be. He's too many 
peoplc if he's any good." Being many people could be 
unpleasant. "Life is much more successfulJy looked at 
from a single window," coneludes a Fitzgerald character. 
Sometimes, Fitzgerald admitted, he had trouble deciding 
whethcr he was real or a character from one of his novels. 
Nevertheless he was proud of his complexity. "The test 
of a first-rate intelligence," he wrote, IS the ability to 
hold two opposed ideas in the mind at one time and 
still retain the ability to function." 
Fitzgerald's personality consisted not of one set of 
contradictions but many. He had a very high opinion 
of himself-and a very low one. He was dreamy and 
gregarious. He adored the rich and despised them. He 
was a sensualist and a puritan. He loved fame but never 
quite believed in his own because it had come so sud­
denly. Even in his craft Fitzgerald was eontradictory­
he spelled abominably and yet achieved perhaps the 
best prose style of any American novelist of his generation. 
He recognized the contradictions early. At the age of 
fifteen , Fitzgerald described himself as possessing a "sort 
of aristocratic egotism" based on "superior mentality." 
He thought there was nothing he could not do, "except, 
perhaps, become a mechanical genius." Among his assets he 
included good looks, charm, magnetism, poise, and the 
"ability to dominate others." He was particularly Im­
pressed by his "subtle fascination over women." 
Having listed his assets, he named his liabilities. 
I was rather worse than most boys, due to latent un­
scrupulousness.. .. I was cold, capable of being cruel, 
lacked a sense of honor, and was mordantly selfish. 
. . r had a curious cross section of weakness running 
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through my character . . . I was completely the slave 
of my own moods and often dropped into a surly sensi­
tiveness most unprepossessing to others ... at bottom 
I lacked the essentials ... courage, perseverance, or 
self-respect. 
He was either up or down. "]\'Iy inordinate vanity," 
he wrote, "was liable to be toppled over at one blow by 
an unpleasant remark or a missed tackle." Vanity was 
the warp of his personality, shame the woof. 
Fitzgerald had a robust constitution but a delicate 
fastidious nature. His father once said he would give five 
dollars to hear Scott swear. As a boy, Fitzgerald was 
phobic about his feet-he was ashamed for them to be 
seen unshod and he avoided swimming parties and other 
occasions where this might happen. The smelly, seamy 
side of life always offended him. Writing about the 
"working classes'" was a chore he rarely did well. Part 
of his attraction to the rich, apparently, was his conviction 
that the rich never sweat. Despite his reputation for 
hedonism, his attitudes toward sex were chaste and Vic­
torian. His novels were romantic but obstinately unsexy 
-the opposite of today's fiction. 
"Vith this squeamishness was a feminine strain which 
Fitzgerald himself remarked on. ''I'm half feminine-at 
least my mind is." \Vomen told him that he understood 
women and he conceded that this was true. Most of 
his truly memorable characters were women, as was the 
narrator of his last novel. Fitzgerald was not effeminate, 
however, and , so far as the record shows, was normally 
sexed. 
WHAT ViAS THE origin of these traits? To some extent his mother may have been responsible for his vani­
ly and high expectations of himself. Her other two chil­
dren died shortly before Scott was born, and she spoiled 
him inordinately. She dressed him in Eton eaps and col­
lars amI urged him to excel in whatever he clid. He was 
ashamed of her-she was homely and eccentric--and re­
sented the way she coddled him. 1f his feeling of self­
importance came from his mother, so, to a degree, did 
his sense of inferiority. 
The latter also was a product of the family's financial 
circumstances. There was money, but not a lot; enough 
for llancing classes and prep school and Princeton, where 
Scott could meet the really wealthy and learn the social 
graces; but not enough to compete with the wealthy or 
banish the fear of poverty. 'A' hen Fitzgerald was a boy 
ancl his father lost his job, Fitzgerald prayed, ''Dear God, 
please don't let us go to the poorhouse," and never, even 
during the 1920's when he was prosperous, was the poor­
house far from his mjnd. Fitzgerald more than anything 
wanted to he rich, for to be rich was to be loved and se­
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cure and, for most of his life, Fitzgerald felt neither. 
Wealth, love, and security-they were all bound to­
gether and partly explain the confuct in Fitzgerald's pro­
fessional goals, his desire to be a great writer, assured of 
love eternal, and at the same time a popular writer, mean­
ing a wealthy writer. These mixed goals explain the un­
evenness of his work but not the trait that made both 
goals, on occasion, attainable, namely, his authentic writ­
ing talen t. 
A writing talent is a mysterious thing. Like musical 
ability, it appears partly innate and unlearned. Individ­
uals can be trained to writc, but only to a point; there is 
a ceiling to talent. Fitzgerald's ceiling was high indeed. 
His motivation to write-his desire for love and praise­
may have been conditioned by experience, but his ability 
to write is harder to explain. It required a sensitivity to 
experience, an alertness to the "infinite possibilities of 
life," plus a verbal facility, qualities that are difficult to 
attribute solely to the circumstances of his upbringing. 
Alcoholism also may involve heredity in that it seems 
to run in families, and it cannot be attributed to purely 
environmental factors in every instance. Fitzgerald's bi­
ographers report that his father and two maternal uncles 
"drank." How much they drank or whether they had 
problems from drinking is not stated. 
If writing talent and alcoholism are partly innate and 
somehow related, they may possibly have a common 
meeting point in another disorder which appears to 
have a genetic aspect: manic depressive disease. This 
illness also runs in families. Fitzgerald's enthusiasms at 
times bordered on hypomania but were never, it appears, 
frankly manic. He was often momentarily depressed, 
and in The Crack-Up, a series of articles written for 
Esqu.ire in 1936, he describes three episodes of depres­
sion (one at Princeton, the other after the V,Tar, and the 
third current) that were prolonged and qua],itatively 
different from anything he had known. The symptoms 
were classical, their description incomparable. "In the 
real dark night of the soul it is always three o'clock in 
the morning." Even their tern1ination was typical of 
manic-depressive depression: "unless madness or drugs 
or drink come into it," he wrote, "the depression even­
tually comes to a 'deadend' and is succeeded by a 'vacu­
ous quiet.''' 
However, drink almost always came into it. In alco­
holics it is often difficult to diagnose other disorders; 
heavy drinking both obliterates and mimics other syn­
dromes. Fitzgerald was no exception. 
To understand the association of alcoholism and writ­
ing talent, it might be helpful to examine the pharmaco­
logical effect of alcohol on people and specifically on 
writers. This requires making assumptions about writing 
and alcohol that are speculative and may miss the mark 
in individual cases. Here, nevertheless, are some pOints 
where writing and alcohol may interact or serve common 
ends. 
·Writing is a form of exhibitionism; alcohol lowers in­
hibitions and brings out exhibitionism in many people. 
\Vriting requires an interest in people; alcohol increases 
sociability and makes people more interesting. \Vriting 
involves fantasy; alcohol promotes fantasy. \Vriting re­
quires self-confidence; alcohol bolsters confidence. \~Trit­
ing is lonely work; alcohol assuages loneliness. \'Triting 
requires intense concentration; alcohol relaxes. 
This, of course, may explain why writers (and many 
other people) drink, but does not explain alcoholism. 
Fitzgerald knew why he drank; it brought him closer to 
people and relieved his tortured sensitivity. People meant 
more to Fitzgerald than anything. He yearned to be close 
to them, intimate, involved. His shyness prevented it and 
so did his fear of rejection, of having his inadequacy ex­
posed and his sense of importance shattered. Alcohol was 
a bridge. "I found,'·' says an alcoholic ill one of his stories, 
"that with a few drinks I got expansive and somehow had 
the ability to please people. . .. Then r began to take a 
whole lot of drinks to keep going and have everybody 
think I was wonderful." 
ALCOHOL ALSO REDUCES the "sensorv overload" that 
.ti. writers are prone to. As a writer, Fitzgerald felt he 
had to register everything-all the emanations and nu­
ances of the world around him, the "inexhaustible variety 
of life." Like many writers, he had difficulty turning off 
this "afferent" side of his talent. Careful writing consists of 
an endless chain of small decisions-choosing the best 
word, excluding this, including that-and the good writ­
er, while writing, is an obsessional. Restricting ohsessions 
to a nine-to-five workday is difficult; the wheels keep 
hlrning, and writers are notorious sufferers of insomnia. 
Alcohol, for a time, emancipates the writer from the 
tyranny of mind and memory. 
Baudelaire, writing about Edgar Allan Poe, said he 
drank, not as an epicure, "but barbarously, with a speed 
and dispatch altogether American , as if he were per­
forming a homicidal function, as if he had to kill some­
thing inside himself, a worm that \vould not die." The 
puzzling thing about Fitzgerald was not tehy he drank, 
but why he drank as Poe did. ~That was Fitzgerald's 
worm? \Vhat was he trying to ki11? Nothing written by 
Fitzgerald or about him tells us. The origin of his alco­
holism is as inscrutable as the mystery of his writing talent. 
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PROJECT SURVIVAL 

PHOJE '"1' Sun VIV,\L ," \Vashington niversity's response to the na tionwide explosion of interest in the ecolo ic 
crisis, surv ived a five-day teach-in centered around national 
Earth Day and is alive and kicking. 
vVben plans for a national teach-in on the environ­
ment were announced last fall, educational communities 
across the country responded to the idea with enthusi­
asm. At \Vashington Universi ty, a small group of stu­
dents , long concerned about ecological destruction , be­
gan planning a program. The result was Project Survival. 
a title which served both the whole ecological movement 
on campus and the teach-in staged in la te April. 
A nucleus of some fifteen highly active student volun­
teers staffed the various committees. ,Irs . Susan Allen, 
whose husband is Garland Allen, assistant professor of bi­
ology and a man long and deeply concerned about the 
environment, took on what amounted to the full-time job 
of coordinating all of the teach-in activities . \Vith the 
aid of other volunteers, Mrs . Allen and the student lead­
ers spent many frequently harried hours se tting up an 
impress ive list of speaker , discussion panels, displays, 
and workshops. \ ,\Then asked how much time had been 
spent on the teach-in , one student replied, "Take the 
number of hours in the week and subtract eating and 
sleeping." 
Actillg on the belief that the ecoJogica l movement can 
unite persons of all ages and political opinions, the org,1I1­
izers decided to avoid n politically radical contest for 
the teach-in and instead to concentrate on a program 
which would educate the University community and 
the community-a t-Iarge . 
After several months of planning and bard work, the 
first clay of the teach-in might have seemed anticlimacti 
if the keynote speaker's plane hadn't been delayed in 
l 1ew York, touching down a t the St. Louis airport just 
about the time be was due to speak at Graham Chapel. 
Fortunately, one bectic car ricle and dash across campus 
later, Dr. Lawrence Slobot!kin, professor of biology at 
the State University of New York at Stony Brook, arrived 
to a full house that had waited p atiently to hear him speak 
on social justice and environment I crisis. 
"There are social issues which could alleviate the en­
vironmental crisis if they were activated," he sa id , "but 
they are being shunted aside." 
Expanding on this theme, Dr. Sloboclkin cited popu­
lation increase both as a real and as a potential source 
of immediate ecological disaster, whose solution involves 
social justice as well as the more obvious answer of birth 
control. He then listed three examples of the kind of so­
cial reform he believes necessary for halting poPUlatiOll 
increase and des truction of the environment. 
These reforms me a strong social security system, so 
tha t people do not feel the need for several children as 
a form of security; equality of education and profession­
al opportunity, combined with legal assurance of equal 
pay for equal work for women; and public-supported 
day care centers with competent personnel. The latter 
two reforms, he believes, would help give women more 
alte rllatives to baby-raising as a career. 
"'If the environmental teach-in is more than a Bash in 
the pan," he concludet!, "keep in mind that social reform 
of a very tangible kint! is part and parcel of the fight 
[or the environment and for population control." 
Also on April 22 , or Earth Day, as it had been dubbed 
by national teach-in leaders, was a litter walk from Brook­
ings to an entrance on the east side of F orest Park. About • 
twenty students participated in the walk, which lwd 
been orgallized by vVilliam Harris, an Arts ancl Sciences 
sophomore. The students collected more than thirty bags 
of trash, which were subsequently picket! up by the city. 
THE DAY'. ACTIVlTl ES ended with a panel discussion on the environment by Sen. Thomas Eagleton, St. Louis 
County SupervisOI' Lawrence K. Roos, and St. Louis Board 
of Aldermen President Joseph Badaracco. Planned at 
\Vashington University, the event was co-sponsored and 
held at St. Louis University. 
Sen. Eagle ton stressed that the environmental prob­
lem cannot be dealt with in isolation and that its solution 
must involve a re-ordering of national priorities . Acknowl­
edging that Earth Day activities were important in dram­
atizing environmental problems, upervisor Roos noted 
that each stra tum of society-f del', 1, state, and county 
govemments as well as individual citizens-must be in­
volved in any wor able solution. Aldermen President 
Badarac 0 added that it is "impossible to deal with the 
environmental problem exclusively." lv10derated hy Shel­
don Novick, eclitor of Environment magazine, the panelists 
then responded to audience questions. 
The scene on the day after Earth Day, shifted to Jan­
uary Hall where an all-day forum on environmental law 
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It was a happem11l about Cl happemltJg created b} 
all ~f us. 111 Aprt'~ tl jew more than C1 dozen 
detHcate{i students /l1volved thOUJtll1{D' 0/ other 
students and Sf Lout's residents il'l a jive-da..y 
leach-till on the ecologt'cal en:,,:, 0/ our society 
Project Survival was a student-organized series of events to awaken interest in and provide 
information about the nation's ecological crisis. During the teach-in, Olin Library sported a 
new piecc of "sculpture," a tangled tube of polyethylene filled with and surrounded by junk, 
signs, and other paraphernalia of our refined technological civilization. 
had been arranged by a group of law students. Activities 
began with a talk by San Francisco lawyer David E. 
Pesonen. He described his work as a young Sierra Club 
staff member in heading the citizen's organization that 
prevented consh'uction of a nuclear-powered electTic plant 
at Bodega Bay, California. Pesonen noted that the contro­
versy there illustrates the way political institutions are 
geared into technological progress. 
Later in the day, ''''alter Nowotny, a special assistant 
to the Missouri attorney general in the environmental di­
vision, des~ribed the legal theories of air and water pol­
lution control. He called for a revision of the state law 
on air contaminants and also a new approach in which 
all pollution sources could be dealt with on a state-wide 
basis. He also predicted that next year several bills related 
to the environment will be introduced in the state legis­
lature-one of the results of teach-in week. 
Other features of the law school forum were an address 
by Missouri Attorney General John C. Danforth on the 
state's role in pollution control, and two student work­
shops, one discussing public nuisance actions in environ­
ment-related cases and the other on private access and 
pressure on public administrative bodies. 
PnO]ECT SunvlvAL activities moved out of the classroom on Friday of teach-in week and into six shopping cen­
ters, where students passed out leaflets containing pollution 
statistics and a description of simple actions that consum­
ers can take to conserve the environment. 
That evening, an Ecology Film Festival was held in 
Steinberg Hall. It featured a twenty-minute documen­
tary, "Dead Earth," produced by the Urban Research 
and Design Center of the School of Architecture and 
by Filmmakers, a student organization on campus. 
Aesthetic pollution, biocides, environment and health, 
and industrial air pollution were a few of the seventeen 
topics covered in thrrty-Rve workshops held on the Uni­
versity campus on Saturday of teach-in week. Sponsored 
by Project Survival and the School of Continuing Educa­
tion, the workshops proved a popular source of environ­
mental information and discussion for the community as 
well as students. Estimates on the number attending 
went as high as one thousand. Two of the more popular 
workshops were those on food additives and the ecological 
household, with interested listeners overflowing the rooms 
and even sitting in doorways. 
The only teach-in sponsored event that had an ad­
mission charge was a Sahlrday evcning rock concert. 
Profits went to Project Survival to help defray the costs. 
After an address in Graham Chapel on Earth Day, 

Dr. Lawrence Slobodkin, professor of biology at the State 





East of the workshop and rock scene, other Project 
Survival-related programs began Saturday on Govern­
ment Hill in Forest Park. There several University archi­
tecture students werc inflating a polyethylene structure 
that was to cover the exhibit booths for the following 
day's Eco-Fair, co-sponsored by the Coalition for the 
Environment and the St. Louis University teach-in com­
mittee. A sort of truncated tunnel, the "bubble," as such 
structures have come to be called, was about 300 feet long 
by 30 feet wide. Each end consisted of black sections 
about 100 feet long so that films and slides could be 
shown. The exhibition structure's interior was designed 
by Lawrence Ponsford, assistant professor of architecture. 
Symbolically, perhaps, the environment triumphed over 
technology. The combination of too much wind and 
rain-soaked ground overcame the best laid plans of the 
student architects. The wind simply pulled the stakes 
ou~ of the soggy earth and the bubble collapsed. 
Not to be outdone, even if undone, the studcnts took 
a black section of the polyethylene, constructed a movie 
theatre, and showed films the rest of the afternoon. 'Vith 
the remaining material, they made a "play environment" 
described by one student as "a long tube with a bubble 
,1t one end." Younger fair-goel's seemed to enjoy this. 
Brooks Bond and Jay Steinhour, two architecture stu­
dents who worked on the fair's bubble, also constructed 
an environmental exhibit for Olin Library. The result 
\vas a snarl of tube-shaped polyethylene, from one to 
t\·vo feet in diameter, which twisted along all five levels 
of the library staircase. At intervals along this plastic 
tangle were varioU5 books, documents, and other library 
materials Oil ecological topics, illustrating that the li­
brary has pcrtinent information on environmental polhl­
tion problems. At one area along the staircase, for ex­
ample, was a jar brimming with fruit flies surrounded by 
material on the population explosion. Stuart Leiderman, 
a graduate student in biology, selected the display's books. 
"We were trying to present the ecology problem in 
the exhibit, so we wanted to create a powerful environ­
ment, primarily a synthetic environment," Bond said. 
The image of the tubes, he explained, was that of a 
technology machine that got out of hand. "'We're per­
sonally fascinated with the duality of technology-it's 
beautiful and does great things, but it is threatening." 
Teach-in activities on campus were concluded Sun­
day cvcning, April 26, with talks by Eddie Albert, film 
and television entertainer, and Dr. Barry Commoner, 
director of the University's Center for the Biology of 
Natural Systems, to about 600 persons. 
Albert noted that he had been a conservationist all 
his life. After discussing the ecological problems caused 
by phosphates in detergents, he added that he had 
stopped making commercials for one of the laundry day 
miracle cleaners. 
In his speech, Dr. Commoner expanded on the theme 
that environmental pollution is a sign that something is 
fundamentally wrong with modern technology. Our tech­
nology, he said, is designed to produce salable goods, but 
fails in that its system of productivity is an assault on 
the environmental system essential for that productivity. 
THIS SELF-DEFEATING aspect of our technology is deeply embedded in our economy, he noted. "We will not get 
out of the environmental crisis unless we solve some se­
rious economic problems." 
The description of official teach-in events, however, 
doesn't really take in all the activities either initiated or 
inspired by Project Survival. One of the first projects 
undertaken was a postcard campaign asking citizens to 
identify individual SOlU'ces of pollution in the St. Louis 
area. More than 150 replies were received. Housewives, 
homeowners, girl scouts, a priest, and a seventh grade 
social studies class, among others, wrote to complain about 
air, water, noise, and rubbish pollution, in or from a 
variety of sources. Locations were approximated on an area 
map, which was then displayed in Holmes Lounge. Stu­
dent voluntecrs contacted those card senders who signed 
their names and followed through on cards identifying 
specific pollution sources by calling the individual com­
pany regarding the complaint. 
Selected postcards were also printed in Dirt, the Project 
Survival publication edited by Danny Aiken, a liberal 
arts sophomore. 
In addition to publicizing the teach-in, Dirt represented 
a real effort at educating its readers on such current eco­
logical topics as mass transit, solid waste disposal, and 
the oil crisis in Alaska. 
Although the teach-in is over, the Project Survival 
group wants to continue as a viable part of the Univer­
sity scene. Presently under discussion are plans to set up 
a major in environmental studies and some form of work­
study program in which students could get credit for en­
vironment-related work in the community, such as stu­
dent work in a pollution control agency. 
"The possibilities are enormous," an organizer con­
cluded, "for the University to contribute technical skills 
actually to solve some environmental problems through 
government and industry." 
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" 'Near work clothes and gloves," said the notice on carnpus bulletin boards announcing 
lhe neighborhood clean up. It didn"t say anything about a rain check, so despite almost 
steady drizzle students showed up and worked hard to clean every inch of public 
property in a half-mile square area northeast of the Uni ersity. 
Students aDd children from neighborhood made short work of much-littered railroad 
right-of-w y, crarnbling up and down embankments for blocks. Students workerS took 
rest ancl refuge from raill in residents' basements for lunch breaks. 
Kitty Madeson, director of off-campus housing for the University and organizer of drive, 
carries donuts into clean-up headquarters at St. Roch's church on \Vaterman Avenue. 
Various campus organiza tions provided food and transportation. 
NEIGHBORHOOD 
CLEAN-IN 
Not many people think of Washington 
University as a neighbor, but Kitty 
Madeson does. And on April 18, she and 
some of 125 Washington University 
students acted neighborly. They pitched 
in to help residents in west end St. Louis 
near the campus clean up litter and junk. 
The weather was awful. The physical work 
was hard and foreign to most students. 
But the troops had a camaraderie and 
spirits were high. They stormed down 
streets and alleys with the gusto of Mary 
Poppins chimney sweeps. The neighbors 
were out helping or directing the cleanup 
and the youngsters of the neighborhood 
caught the spirit immediately. 
Donated buses driven by drivers who gave 
their services began shuttling students 
to the Skinker-DeBaliviere area at 
8:45 a.m. As workers collected junk it was 
piled into University- or city-owned trucks 
and carted off to the city dump. Students 
and residents kept the five trucks on 
constant round-trips during the morning . 
By the time the afternoon shift of students 
arrived there wasn't a whole lot left to 
do, but they joined in and everyone went 
home early. 
The effort, in conjunction with the 
University ecology program, was organized 
by Mrs. Madeson, director of off-campus 
housing; Ray Taylor, president 01 the 
Washington Heights Neighborhood 
Association; and Norbert Budde, president 
of the Rosedale-Skinker Association. 
Trash is shoveled out of alley by a small Des tination for truck-loads of litter was 
worker who was one of dozens of city's dump on South St. Louis riverfront. 
children who i,oined th e students. Five trucks macIe constant round-trips. 
Residents of Skinker-DeBaliviere area were alerted to the Saturday campaign by 
neighborhood associa tions. Owner of this garage was waiting eagerly to throw open 
cIouble doors to reveal mountain of debris whkh had collected there for years. 
Reaction of Lisa Sturt, a junior in liberal arts, to door opening is obviolls. 
NEIGHBORHOOD 
CLEAN-IN 
By the time clean-up drive was over almost everyone was feeling 
mllsoles they'd forgotten they had. Rugs, lamps, chairs, sofas , 
even old stoves were hoisted up and hauled away. 
One resident was so imprcssed by the "kids next door" she m shed to call newspapers 
and television stations to take pictures, bawling them all out at the same time for always 
picturing students as demonstrators and giving everybody the wrong impression. The 
news media did cover the event and captured the hard work as well as thc holiday ahnosphere. 
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O:\E DAY this sprillg, the vVashillgtoll University Choij" and Madrigal Singers rolled into the capital on two 
buscs to keep a singing engagement at the 'Watergate Ter­
race. After the concert, most of the students partied, but 
one among their number, Joseph :v[aJison, disappeared. 
Some time afterward, just about when the sun was begin­
ning to rise along the Potomac, a solitary figure in sweat 
pants and a jersey was seen I'Unning up and down the 
downtown stree ts within sight of the ''''hite HOllse. 
It was Joe ~v[adison , alld had Prcsident ~ixon bumped 
into him 011 that early April morning, he could have 
saved himself that impromptu trip to Lincoln Memorial 
a month later, for young \ 'If. Madison could have easily 
filled him in on a number of subjects, includillg especial­
ly what coJ1pge students are thinking about these days. 
Joe Madison would have donc it, too, because he hap­
pens to be a twenty-one-year-old \Vashington University 
senior with a tremendous amonnt of self-ccmfidence and 
the conviction that "you ('an do anything you set your 
mind to as long as YOIl make sure that you're weJI pre­
pared." 
He is, as an admirer put it, a "man for aJl seasons." In 
the winter Joe is a hard-hitting running baek on the 
Battling Bears foothall team ; in spring he's a bass vocal­
ist with the University Choir; during the summer he 
works as a puhlic relations man for Frigidaire in Dayton, 
Ohio, his hometown; and in winter as well as through­
out the entire school year, he studies hard, for Joe is 
what his professors call "a good student-a really moti­
vated one." Between times, Joe works as a disk jockey at 
KFRH, the campus radio station; serves as an unoffiC'ial 
advisor for a group of sociology students who tutor chil­
dren in Kinloch, a black municipality in northern St. 
Louis County; and holds down a part-time job as a statis­
tician for the football Cardinals. 
Inevitably, with such a schedule, conflicts arise-par­
ticularly in April , when Joe finds himself trying to sand­
wich in both spring football and chOir, sometimes on the 
same afte rnoons. Thanks to the Imderstl1nding of his 
coaches and of Dr. Orland Johnson, professor of music 
and director of the Choir, whom Joe ('haracterizes as 
By Dorothy Brockhoff 
(] ffice of Information 
"the man he admires most at vVashington University," 
he has been able to juggle both activities. 
But it takes de termination. That's a quality that two 
of Joe's special friends on the football Cardinals, Jamie 
Rivers and Sid Edwards, remind him is absolutely es­
sential if he's ever to graduate from the Bears to a pro 
team--one of Joe's dreams. "You rea lly have to be dedi­
cated to the sport," Joe remarked. "I think it was this 
realization which inspired me to ge t lip every morning 
while the CllOir was on tour and run for two miles . Sid 
Edwards told me tha t no matter where I was if I really 
wanted to play football I shouJd kpep myself in shape." 
ON THE ;-'-IOR~ING of the Vlashington l -ni".ersity choir concert at Lincoln Center's Alice Tully Hall, Joe 
found himself in a dentist's chair in midtown Manhattan 
haviug a bothersome tooth pulled . The exb'action took 
place at 9 'l.m. ; a half hour later Joe rcported for rehears­
al and that night went on like a veteran trooper to solo in 
a beautiful spiritual called "My God Is a Rock." 
In \Vashington, a critic singled Joe out for special 
praisE' , bllt in New York, the Tim es revi ew~r left after 
the first half of the program, presumably to make a 
deadline, and missed the yOllng singer's performance. 
Joe accepted the disappointment good naturedly, but it 
was a blow and squelched any thought he might have 
had about becoming a profeSS ional musician. "I figured 
when that critic walked out," he remarked, "that the 
breaks weren't going to come easy and jf you don't get a 
break in the Illusic business you just can't make it." 
Joe also believes that he lacks the proper background 
for a musical career because he's had only a limited 
amount of voice training. Inclined to disparage his abil­
ity, Joe says of his music reading skill , "I know \-vhen 
the uotes go up and down ," and then chuckles. Poking 
good-natured fun at himself is a Joe \ '[adison trait and a 
characteristic which helps him keep his balance. 
That he will not enter the music field when he gradu­
ates is just about the only possibility that Joe has ruled 
out definitely. In addition to aspiring to a professional 
football career, Joe is seriollsly considering going on to 
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graduate school to get a master's degree in urban af­
fairs, He thinks this would be good background for 
public relations work, which interests him greatly. He 
even speculates that eventually he and his steady girl 
friend, Donnella Crawford, a journalism-advertising ma­
jor at Northwestern, might form their own firm. It was 
Donella, he emphasizes, who really inspired him to go to 
college. "1 knew," he said with a smile, "that if 1 wanted 
to be associated with this young lady for a long time 1 
had better get on the ball." 
Two high school coaches, Richard Marquardt and Jim 
Caldwell, also en'couraged Joe to continue his education. 
"They maue me see that 1 had a future in football and that 
my ability to play (;ould lead to some really great things 
like a college education," Joe declared. 
On the strength of his outstanding high school record, 
Joe won a football scholarship to 'Visconsin State Univer­
sity in vVhitewater, where he spent about two years, 
Eventually he decided to transfer, tried Morehouse 
briefly, and then went back to Dayton, discouraged with 
his experience there. Once again his football coaches 
took a hand, and tried to get him a scholarship to In­
diana State. This plan didn't materialize, but the coach 
at Indiana State recommended vVashington University. 
AT ,Vr\SI-Il.'iCTON University, Joe has an academic in­stead of a football scholarship and also a student 
loan, but still he has to manage his pursestrings carefully. 
Maybe that's why Joe doesn't take anything for granted , 
including some help from his grandparents who raised 
him back in Dayton. "When they send me $100 to 
help out with incidentals, it's a real sacrifice," Joe says 
with pride and affection. 
It also would appear to be the best investment they 
could make, for Joe Madison is ambitious with a driving 
desire to make good and do something for his race. Joe 
has a determination to do something for what he calls 
"my people." "My biggest hangup," he says candidly, 
"is to see the black people get more representation in 
Dayton city politics. I'd like to see black people have an 
equal share and responsibility and power in running the 
city. This is what makes true integration, True equality 
is the sharing of power and responsibility." 
Such a goal will not be easy to attain. Nobody, how­
ever, needs to tell Joe Madison that. "It's haru for a 
black person anywhere," he said. But Joe does not be­
lieve that overthrowing the Establishment is the solu­
tion. He does believe, however, that there is urgent 
need for reform of our sodety, and he's convinced that 









By M. B. ETTINGER, BSChE 33, MSChE 34 
Reproduced here are a few choice excerpts from 
a most unusual \'andbook published recently by 
a Washington University Engineering alumnus, 
M. B. Ettinger. Drawing on his long experience 
in the government, the military, and in industry, 
Mr. Ettinger's little book offers a practical guide 
to the manager seeking happiness through suc­
cessful mediocrity. Realizing that Mr. Ettinger's 
"standard methods" have application far beyond 
the field of science management, the publishers 
are planning to omit the word "Science" from 
the title in the next edition. In that way, man­
agers in all fields can profit from Mr. Ettinger's 
observations on such subjects as "How to Pre­
pare an Extemporaneous Talk," or "The Practical 
Application of an Unproductive Committee." 
The book is published by Ann Arbor-Humphrey 
Science Publishers, Ann Arbor, Michigan. 
Illustratiolls by Ronald]. 'W eher 
From "Quirks and Personalities for the Executive" 
To be acc('pteci as an executive you need an execu­
tive image, partit:ularly if you have marginal amounts 
of executive ability. Of course, you're not important 
enough to make Fortu11e or Forbes , but you have to 
show the people who work for you enough individualitv 
to convince them you are more than a name in an or­
ganizational box. 
This means that you have to make gals feel a little 
bit more feminine and desirable, and with your bevy of 
lumpy babes this takes a lot of creative talent. A touch 
of the benign father, a dash of young Locbillvar, a trace 
of tire dependent child, and an occasional remark suit­
able or quoting will help. And you've go t to insert 
your fami ly enough so that they sense you are a warm 
man, but you can't emerge as a henpecked thing or the 
cO-t:reator of a group of tiresome chi ldren that you 
quote incessantly. 
Your guys, if well chosen, clearly would be better 
producers without you to hold them back. However, 
somebody has to keep them from kicking their energies 
away bickering am(mg themselves or chasing technical 
butterflies. So you let them bicker with you individually. 
The group that sleeps together has reduced amounts of 
time for working together. 
Further, you keep them worried enough so that they do 
not get too complacent and in rt. 
There are many stock postures to avoid. For instance, 
staff meetings with large groups are fine for getting the 
group acquainted. However, nothing very productive 
ever transpires at a large staff meeting at which two­
thirds of the group drowse and daydream. The group 
that sleeps together has redul'ed amounts of time for 
working together. Of course, if you're a bureaucrat or 
coporocrat, staff meetings consume slack time and keep 
your outfit looking busy. 
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Cannibalism preceded by a meat kill is a perfectly moral 
act if you're a member of certain trihes in the protein­
short areas of the worlel. 
From "Mortality lor the Mediocre Manager" 
Every couple of months there is a searching new 
novel which portrays the soul-scalding trials that some 
cat went through while winning (stealing, snatching) 
himself a place in the fiscal sun high on the organ iza­
tional peck order. As a mediocre manager who made it 
without any significant amount of talent, you know it's 
not truc. It isn't true that you wouldn't sell your soul if 
you got a good oJIer. However, it is almost impossible to 
locate a sou l buyer prepared to make an attractive prop­
osition. So let's start off by assuming that you are plan­
ning to be a very moral man unless you develop a good 
alternative, in which case you might wish to carefully 
study the alternative. 
Before we start to brood about the pragmatism of 
morality, we might as well agree on a definition of mo­
rality. Let's join Mr. \Vebster's dynasty and accept "con­
duct conforming to customs or accepted standards of a 
particular culture or group." When we analyze this bit 
it is immediately apparent tllat cannihalism precedcd by 
a mcat kill is a perfectly moral act if you are a member 
of certain tribes in the protein-short areas of the world. 
So we had better crimp the scope of "morality" and 
agree to limit ourselves to morality as practiced by cor­
pOI'ate and political bodies in contemporary American 
society. On this basis, every corporation is a very moral 
institution since it seeks to abide by its own temporal 
standards of conduct. 
There are four basic codes of conduct you can rec­
ognize: 
1. 	 Hooray for me and to hell with you. 
2. 	 Hooray for me. 
3. 	 Hooray for us. 
4. 	 Hooray for YOll. 
The first code is impn1ctical-you can't get much done 
after the word gets around that you stab the other guy 
just to kecp in practice or because you like to watch 
him bleed. 
Your personality and your morality have to be oriented 
on the hasis of some mixture of Hooray for mc and Hoo­
ray for [{s. That makes you reliable, predictable, and pro­
ductive as part of a business cadre. 
If you veer too far to the left and become a pernicious 
do-goodeI', you'll wind up barming everyone you seek 
to help. So you bad better concentrate on being a self­
serving, egocentric cat. Optionally, you can try to pro­
mote the well being of your associates. 
Let's summarize morality for managers: 
1. 	 Make a contribution so that you can survivc along 
with those who depend on the success of the enter­
prise. 
2. 	 Be legal and ethical when this is a feasible sur­
vival technique. 



















She just reads the tea leaves, she doesn't confuse herself 
with evidence, 
From "The Pragmatism and Pitlalls 
01 Dynamic Procrastination" 
To succeed as a manager, you have to be a heroic 
live coward. You display a convincing veneer of intent 
to define and face the issue. Your real purpose is to 
sharply focus the issue so that you can skillfully evade it. 
Frequently you pattern your tactics after those of the 
Inatador. You march courageously into the ring with 
appropriate fanfare. \Vhen the big bad issue enters, you 
glare directly at it while radiating confidence and poise. 
You Butter your red manager's cape until the issue 
plunges at you. You stand your ground until the last 
microsecond and then you swish gracefully aside. 
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You'd be an awful chump to enter yourself in a claiming 
race. 
From "Instant Scholarship for the 
Technical Manager" 
For you leaders in the business of technical manage­
ment, there are times when it would be handy to con­
vince people you're still a brilliant scholar in your spe­
cial area. Of course, nothing could be farther from the 
truth, since you aren't even a has-been. Your mission 
is to deal with fragile people and elusive money rather 
than the more orderly stuff which is modern engineering 
and science. You're a judge, trainer, aud manager of 
horses, not a horse, and you'd be an awful chump to en­
ter yourself in a claiming race. Still, you'll get an awful 
lot of extra respect from your horses if you convince them 
that the old man can still outrun them. 
You keep your people so busy with planning docu­
ments, reports, and justifications that only the most rug­
ged, the most dedicated, and the most egocentric man­
age to smuggle some constructive effort into their day. 
These guys are the willful leaders of tomorrow. You 
know damned well tha t they're great because they 
have managed to get something done in spite of your 
leadership. 
So we come to the bit of giving the technical paisanos 
the impression that you are basically a scholar who has 
exchanged the rapture of scientific insight for a few 
lousy bucks to make your wife happy and your children 
intolerable. The fact is that you were kicked or shoved 
upstairs by a succession of managers who found your 
efforts at scientific productivity ludicrous. But you were 
too nice a guy to send anywhere but up. 
The buck stopped before it got here. 
From "Arti,facts for Decision Fabrication" 
There are four systems of evaluation which permit 
mediocre men to consistently arrive at sound decisions 
even though they do not understand the ra tionale of 
the discussion or the niceties and nuances involved; 
1. 	 Be lucky. 
2. Parasitize first-rate brains. 
3. Collect 	a bunch of earnest boobs and oppose their 
collective judgment. 
4. 	 Delegate the decisions effectively. 
A camel is a cow designed by an eminent committee. 
From "The Practical Application of the 
Unproductive Committee" 
An improbable series of unfortunate accidents occa­
sionally a llows a committce to get something done. 
Naturally, no one, including the members of the com­
mittee, is pleased with the product of the committee ... 
it is sound and approved management procedure to as­
sign impossible jobs to a committee, particularly when a 
visible, sincere, and unsuccessful effort is needed. 
The committee with a staff advisory capacity is an 
elegant instrument for postponing difficult decisions un­
til the right decision is so apparent even you can't miss 
it. 
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just a man 
From "How to Discuss Sewage With Women" 
Sewage is an example of a difficult and unlikely sub­
ject for a man to discuss with women. You may ask, 
" \Vhy in the hell should anyone t~allt to discuss sewage 
with women?" However, if you're promoting sewage 
b'eatmen t to improve the health and well-being of the 
citizen, you require the ardent support of women. 
The girls control more than half of the money and 
they do more than half of the voting. And, once a cause 
en titled to general female support can be developed in­
to a public issue, the aroused girls analyze the issue and 
decide it. 
The high class dame insists that you consider her a 
thinking animal rather than a dandy clothes horse with 
ancillary possibilities. She's willing to think about al­
most any problem, but thinking about sewage is not 
something that comes nahlrally. Therc are other facets 
of this fascinating thing, but they are not useful in get­
ting her interested in our campaign to trea t sewage. 
We must appeal to the mother in her and le t her 
know that it is not neat or nice to foul the waters with 
sewage. \Ve can appeal to the decency in her and let 
her know it isn't very neighborly to flush your toilet into 
somebody else's water supply. 
From "How to Prepare an Extemporaneous Talk" 
In the technical world, there is an inordinate premium 
on the ability to present a forceful and plausible talk. 
The substantial senior citizen is pressed to speak more 
times than he has anything he wants to say. He is so in­
volved in conferences, staff meetings, and briefing ses­
sions that he cannot find time to prepare talks or even 
to read. 
One thing you must remember in preparing the extem­
poraneous talk is to avoid overloading it with facts. You 
can't seem spontaneous if you casually mention that 
there are 42,612 people in yom area who prefer to use 
pit privies.... 
From "I-low to Plan an Inconsequential 
Research Project" 
As a person long associatcd with sanitary engineering 
research , I fee] it is now time to point with pride to an 
outstanding record of earnest research effort without 
embarrassing accomplishment. This may have been at­
tained through serendipity, although I believe that cer­
tain taboos and rules, informal and uncodified but very 
generally respected, have been the basis for our success 
in evading accomplishment. 
Among the most successful techniques f(~r achieving 
diligent impotence is .. . the Platinum Bridge. 
The "Platinum Bridge" is an easy idea to grasp. A 
platinum bridge would have many desirable properties 
such as freedom from corrosion, attractive appearance, 
and the ability to attract tourists. \Ve, therefore, plunge 
into a study of platinum fabrication and structural prop­
erties and finally develop a dandy design for a platinum 
bridge. To our dismay some unprogressive c:lod does not 
admire our triumph. He mutters something surly abou t 
t11e price of platinum and even suggests that the cost 
of guarding a platinum bridge would make such a 
structure a source of embarrassment rather than utility. 
Perhaps the platinum bridge is a little extreme, but the 
equivalent project is all around us in the form of studies 
that would wind up silly even if completely successful. 
Usually we do not have any prompt demise of an ab­
surd project; it takes years before we realize that the 
objective of the noble effort was ridiculous because of 
economic considerations . 
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Collab()r~\ting on their letter to the St. Louis CloiJe-DenlOcfnl are, rrom left : Franccne 
T urken, Linda Ray, Social \Vork students; Jay JudsoIl, Architecture; Sharon 
Dressler, hiolngy; and Philip ShreHfe r, English. 
In its weekend edition of May 9-10, the St. Louis Globe-Democrat published an article by 
Dr. K. Ross Toole, professor of history at the University of Montana. Entitled "It's Time 
to Stop Apologizing to Youth," the article apparently hit a responsive chord with Globe 
readers, for the request for reprints was the greatest for any article ever published in the 
newspaper. In his article, Dr. Toole declared, "It's time to call a halt; time to live in an 
adult world where we belong and time to put these young people in their places.... We 
have the power; we do not have the will. We have the right; we do not exercise it." A 
group of students who are working for Canvass for Peace at Washington University saw 
the article, felt that it did not give a true picture of the views of the majority of studenh on 
college campuses today and wrote an open I'etter of reply to Dr. Toole which was given 
full feature treatment in the May 23-24 St. Louis Globe-Democrat. On the facing page 
are excerpts from Dr. Toole's article; on the following pages is the text of the letter. 
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niT'S TIME TO START 
COMMUNICATING 
WITH EACH OTHER" 
Frolll "It's Time to Slop AJloiogiz, ing to YOllth ," iJy 
/Jr, K. R()ss Toole,\\[ 49 YEi\lI~ OLD, It took me Ulallv vears and cou­
siderable anguish to get where I am- whICh isn't 
milch of any place except exurbia, I was nurtured in a de­
pression ; I lost four years to war; I am invested with 
sweat; r have had one coronary; r am il "liberal," square, 
and I am a professor. I am sick of the "younger generation ," 
hippies, Yippies, militants, and nOJlsense , , . I am sick 
of tl'](~ total irrationality of the campus "Rebel," whose 
be;uded visage, dirty hair, body odor, and "tactics" are 
childish hut brUlal , naive but dangerous, and the essence 
of arrogant tyranny-the tyranny of spoiled brats . 
It's time to call a halt; time to live in an adult world 
where we belong and time to put these people iII thcir 
places. \Vp owe the "younger generation" what all "older 
generations" have owed younger generatiolls-Iove, pro­
tection to a point, and respcc t when they deserve it. \,Ve 
do not owe them our souls, our privacy, our whole lives, 
and above nIl. we do not owe them immunity from our 
mistakes or their own. 
Every generation makes mista.kes, always has and al­
wavs will. \"7e have made our share. But my gerlPra lioJl 
has made America the most aiTIuent country on earth ; 
it .ha.s tackled head-on a racial problem which no nation 
on earth in the history of mankind has dm'eel to do. It has 
publically declared war on poverty and it has gone to the 
I ,
moon ; it has desegregated schools and abolished polio; 
it has presided over what is probably the grea test socia] 
and ~'c()nomic revolution ill man's history. 
It has begun these things, not fini shed them. It has 
declared itself, anc! committed itself, and taxed itself, 
and dalllil near run itself into the ground in tIle C:IllSe of 
social justice and reform , 
Its mistakes are fewer than my father's gcneration­
or his father's, or his, Its greatest mistake is llot Vie tnam; 
it is the abdication of its first responsibility; its pusiJIani­
mOlls capilulation to ils youlh and its sick preoccupation 
with the problcms, the mimI , U1C psyche, the raison 
d'c/,.!' of the young, 
THE BEST PLACE to start is at home. But the most prac­tical and effective place, right now, is Ollr campuses. 
This does not lll ean a Hood of angry edicts, a sudden 
clamp-down, a "nev.,." policy. It simply mcans that facul­
ties should stop playing cb..icken, that demonstrators should 
be met not with police hut with expulsions. 
This is a country full of decent, worried people like 
mysPlf. It is also a country full of people fed up with 
nOllsensc , \IVe need ( those of us over :30) -tax-ridden, 
harried, confused, weary, and beat-up- to rea~sert our 
hard-won prerogatives. It is our country, too. ''''e have 
fought for it, hI ed for it , dreamed for it, and we love 
it. It is lime to reclaim it. 
4 ..) " 
Dear Dr. Toole: 
In your lette r you raised a number of issues to which 
we would like to reply. The main point which we '.vant 
to stress is that your generation and ours are not as 
radically opposed to each other as your le tter implies. 
There are a great many points on which we can agree, 
and we feel that these points should be recognized. 
First of all, we recognize the many accomplishments 
of your generation. \ 'Ve are pleased that you have tackled 
the racial problem in America, that your intelligence 
and ability have developed the technology to land men 
on the moon and enabled polio to become a disease of 
the past. 
In examining our country today, however, we also 
recognize that all of our problems have not yet been 
solved. The racial problem is still in a state of confusion 
and upheaval and is far from over. Technology is need­
ed to improve conditions in our pDlluted environment 
and to cure cancer and other diseases . Therefore, we 
are now saying, le t us join together through our com­
mon concern for our country. Let uS build on your ac­
complishments so that we can continue to solve our na­
lion's problems. 
WE ALSO CO:-;TENO that because of the progress that you have made in this country, because of the in­
creased technology of the past several decades, because of 
the education which you have offered us, we are also ca­
pable of understanding the problems of our nation and have 
the willingness and ability to help solve them. Sure 
we're idealistic. But why not let our idealism work with 
you toward the common goal which we hold, internation­
al peace? 
However> the commonality of our goals has often 
been obscured by our lack of communication with each 
other. Part of this communication problem has been the 
result of the many stereotypes which your generation 
has about ours and vice versa. You refer to irrational 
campus "rebels" who are bearded , dirty and smelly in 
their appearance and childish and naive in their actions. 
You describe youth as an enemy defined by the style of 
their dress and the length of their hair, and you assume 
fr YOttr generation owes ttS nothing more than 
that which all human beings owe one another 
-reJpect for hlJman dignity and the right of 
free ex preSJion." 
that all youth who fit this description are involved with 
acts of violence. However, we insist that individuals 
must be judged according to their own merits, not by 
how they look or by what others do, but only by what 
they do themse l\'es. 
You could listen to a French peasant or an Indian na­
tional in native dress more readily, it seems, than to the 
youth of your own country. Only when Americans avoid 
stereotypes of each other and start communicating can 
we honestly work together to solve problems in our na­
tion. 
In your let ter, you stated, "\Ve- (the older genera tion) 
do not owc them (the younger generation ) our souls , 
our privacy, our whole lives, and above all, we do not 
owe them immunity from Our mistakes, or their own." 
\Ve could not agree more ! Your genera tion owes ours 
nothing more than that which all human beings ovve one 
another-respect for human dignity and the right of free 
expression . Our generation is now attempting to exercise 
its constitutional right to expression by speaking out 
against a war in Indochina and other problems in this 
country. 
The entire philosophy which underlies our American 
government is tha t of participatory democracy. Does 
your notion of a participatory democracy include keep­
ing our "generation in its place" and the idea that we 
must be put "back there when (we get) out of it?" We 
think that our place is in that world which you would 
deny us. \-\le feel a hurden of responsibility as citizens 
who are concerned about the state of our country and 
we feel a responsibility to express this concern and to 
act upon it. 
Oun MEANS of expression have been those which are sanctioned by the Constitution of the United States 
and the tradition of democratic process. \Ve are not naive 
enough to believe that all of our generation uses such 
means. However, we know that we speak for the vast 
majority of our colleagues. We recognize the value and 
importance of the basic American rights of pe tition, as­
sembly, and free speech. Furthermore, we think tha t it 
is impera tive for us to use these righ ts in our efforts to 
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communicate our concerns to our Congressmen, whom 
we have democractically elected to be our spokesmen 
in formulating the policies of this country. 
You say, Dr. Toole, that "society ... is not a foreign 
thing wc seek to imposc on the young. \Ve know it is far 
from perfect. \Ve did not make it; we have only sought 
to change. it." \Ve concur with and endorse this point of 
view and are utilizing constitutional methods to bring 
about the very change that you call for. 
'Ve too are frightened by the numher of students who 
are turning to violent methods in their attempt to be 
heard. This says to us, and we hope that it says to you, 
that there is a great need for more communication among 
the people of this country. Generally, people who turn 
to violence do so out of frustration. 
In fact, our country wns born as a result of brave amI 
outspoken mcn who becnme frustrated with King Georgc's 
refusal to listen to their ideas and demauds for equal 
rights. "Ve do not feel that these patriots were being 
"arrognnt slobs," nor do we feel that we are being ar­
rogant slobs in our efforts to exercise our constitutional 
rights which were insured for LIS by these men. Don't be 
like King George, Dr. Toole, please listen! 
ACAI:-I , WE must agree with you when you say, "To the extent that we now rely on the police, mace, the 
National Guard, tear gas, steel fen ces and a wringing of 
hands, we will fail." Such methods only serve thc violent 
ends which we are attempting at all costs to avoid. Your 
generation, Dr. Toole, uses these methods out of fear 
that the younger generation is threatening the American 
system of government hy voicing ideas which are con­
trmy to the policies of the current administration. At the 
same time, young people use these methods out of 
fear that they are Dot being listened to by the older 
generation. 
Violence is always spawned by fear; when the fear 
can be dispelled, the violence will end . Ultimately, this 
dispelling of fear will break down thc communication 
barrier which has been erected by violent methods and 
bring our generations closer together. 
But fear has given birth to something worse than vio­
Hit's Time To Start 
Communicating 
With Each Other" 
lence, which is the repression that both our generations 
inHict on each other. In offering solutions to the prob­
lems which you see in student participation on cam­
puses, Dr. Toole, you advocate the indiscriminant ap­
plication of rigid rules which are intended to repress the 
very freedom of speech which you contend the Unitecl 
States is fighting to preserve in Indochina. 
To you the name of the game is "Authority and Re­
pression." To us, it's "Democracy and Communication." 
Shollld students be denied the right to express their opin­
ions and to participate in the activities of our govern­
mcnt simply hecause they are students? This is what you 
seem to be advocating. You say, "The first obligation of 
the administration (of a unjversity) is to lay down the 
rules early, elearly and positively, and to attach to this 
sta tement the penalty for violation." However, it is not 
necessary for these rules to be repressive. They should 
be Hexible enough to allow students the freedom to par­
ticipate in the activities of their government even while 
thcy are engaged in the process of being educated at a 
university. To deny this is to deny students their con­
stitutional rights. 
YOU STATE, Dr. Tonie, that your generation's greatest mistake is not Victnam . This is a gross evasion of the 
issucs , sincc your article was inspired by studcnt concern 
about the war in Vietnam. Other people express them­
selves more articulately. They write letters and leaHets, 
talk to people in their communities, and hand Qut leaHets 
expressing their view. Others, their anger evcn more bit­
ter, express their defiance aDd rage by demonstrating, 
sometimes peacefully, sometimes violently. But we chal­
lenge anyone who is disgusted and outraged by a burned 
ROTC huilding to try and imagjnc the extent and de­
gree of horrifying destruction which we have wrought 
in Vietnam. vVhat is your reaction to a blJlnbed-oul 
taWil , lolally des troyed, in Vietnam or Cambodia or Laos? 
vVhat is your reac tion to 7,000 square miles of land de­
foliated in Vietnam? Don't Americans have any imagina­
tion? Please, Dr. Toole, now let's discllss the issues! 
-Francene Turkel1 , 
Ulldo Ha!/. Sharo" Dressl!'r. fa!! JlIdson , Philip Shreffler. 
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Student Emily Janc Thursby speaks out at Sever Hall in widely circulated photo. 
THE OUTSPOKEN QUAKER 

FEW P EOPLE will Forget the tragic photographs carried in pu bli cations ,I(:ross the nation after the student 
deaths at Ken t State and Jackson Sta te colleges . For sev­
e.ral days in \ '[ay the press focused on these tragedies 
alld OJ) the intensc unres t they .helped tri rger 011 hun­
dreds of campuses . 
A hopeful t.rend that emerged from those events was a 
renewed desire among most students to communicate. 
Tha t campus trend received little national publicity. One 
exception ill volved a Washington University co-eel. This 
W CIS a now famous St. Louis Post-Dispatch photograph of 
an engineering student b·yiJl g her best to communicate 
with fellow students . It was fea tured in newspapers 
throughout the country, from the New York NCll;S to the 
Los Angeles Tim es, from the Fall River II erald-Ne ll;.\" , to 
the Dubuque Telegraph-Herald. 
Taken by Post-Dispatch photographer Nicholas Sa­
pieha, tbe picture caught a brief moment during which 
the \;Vashington nivcrsity student's conversation and 
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eyes Hared in rcspoll~e to a comment by ,lJ)other stlldcnt. 
\ '[ost newspapers carried only a brief caption, which 
didn't indicate the context of the debate. \ 'Iany of the 
headlines implied that the engineering stllden t was sim­
plv being belJjgercnt. This was particularl y upsetting to 
the 20-year-old subject of the photograph, Emily Jane 
Thursby, who is quite outspoken, but far from violent. 
She is a Quaker who takes her religious views seriously. 
On the day the picture was taken, J\Hss Thursby was 
on her way to a two o'clock elass in Bryan HaJI and 
walked by Sever Institute to d rop off a program she had 
prepared as part of her final in computer science. 
"There were a bu nch of boys and girls-typical stu­
dents, dressed jus t like me-picketing the fron t door of 
Sever. I decided to talk to them to find out what they 
hoped to accomplish. T hey told me they wanted to 
reach the engineel:ing students," :Miss Thursby said . 
"'You'll only aliel1atp the students, this \\' ,lY,' I said , 
llwl one of them answered , ' \Vell, what do you think we 
shollld do?' " 
"I said, 'Talk to the shJdents! You're not reaching any­
body this way.' Then one of the girls said something thM 
got me very upse t, and just when J reacted, the photog­
rapher made the picture. This girl had said that engineer­
ing was jllst used for evil and when we graduated we 
would all get jobs making napalm to burn babies. 
"I really was astounded and I said that I would llever 
personally make napalm. I asked her if she had any idea 
that engineering was used for so many good things in 
life. It isn't simply used for weapons, I said, and I guess I 
was really shollting at this point in order to be heard. I 
don ' t remember exactly what I sa id, but I rattled off a 
long list of engineering uses, such as fighting pollution, 
solving urball problems. and doing medical engineering 
to save lives. The students didn't seem to know ahout 
these things. They jllSt stood there and said 'Oh?' 
"After awhile, one of the students got up and spoke to 
thc group. He said that maybe picketing wasn't the right 
approach and that they should come back the next day 
and discus~ what they felt was wrong with tcchnology. 
Then, the grOllp dispersed." 
MISS TlI lJUSBY went on to her Operations Resea rch class feeling that she had comnlUuk:ated something to 
the students. "I tolel severa l pcople in the hallway what 
had bappened amI they showed very little interest. That 
was really disappointing." 
The next day, the Post-Dispatch ran the picture of 
\'1iss Thursby's debate on the front page. "The caption 
quoted me as saying 'I pay $4,000 a year for an educa­
tion and I'm going to ge t it:" she continued. "That 
sounds like something I might say, but I didn' t bring up 
money that day with the students at Sever. \Vhat both­
ered me about the caption was that it said 1 was 'rcacting 
violently' to the students, and, of course, being a Quaker, 
I'm against any violence. Personally. I don't feel that I" 
" 
should join a crowd even to watch a demonstration such 
as took place at the ROTC huilding. By doing that you 
might, in effect, encourage something violent, and I 
couldn't live with that feeling." 
In the next few days, a pichlre was scnt to newspapers 
throughout the country by the Associat ed Press and le t­
ters began pouring into the campus post office. Ylost of 
them praised M iss Thursby for "standing up for her 
rights," which, ironically, she has never fe lt in danger 
of losing. One of the longest and most carefully thought­
out le tters was from a soldier, onc of many letters from 
Vieh1<lm. A Chicago newspaper ran a story with the pic­
ture, explaining that ~vliss Thursby is a Quaker amI a 
Chicago minister wrote her praising her "for her stand 
against all war." "He was the only one who wrote that 
he knew I was a non-violent person," she said. 
Many clippings of the photograph were mailed to oth­
er students on campus. " I wOllld be walking to class and 
students would come up to me and ;lsk if I was the girl 
in the picture that their parents had sent them." Miss 
Thlll'sby continued. "The studcnts told me that their par­
ents had written, '\Vhy can't you be like this girl?' One 
mother even wrote her son, advising him to find out who 
I was and to ask me to marry him! It \vas all rather em­
barrassing, when you consider that no one really could 
know much about me just from the picture. 
"I think that most people who wrote are hightcned 
by the stlldent protests around the counh·y. They really 
think that these are revolutionary activities and that they 
might get hurt. Some ,lre confllsed ahout thc war anel 
don't know whom to believe . \Vha t they don't know is 
that the great majority of students <l.re non-violent anel as 
confused as they are. 
"A few days after the picture was published. a man , 
who said he was an alumnlls, stoppcd me in front of the 
Business School, where T have a part-time job. H e want­
ed to discuss the campus situation and J was glad to talk 
to him. After talking awhile, he got rather upse t anel 
said, 'What this country needs is an Adolph Hitler! ' I 
was flabbergasted. But, I'm sure he isn't tvpical. " 
Another critical issue is poor coml1lullica tion and atti­
tudes between parents and sllidellts . "\Vhil e Illy parcnts 
don't agree with me on many subjects," Miss Thursbv 
said, "they always want to hear what I have to say and 
learn what's going on. I know that I can say more to 
them than most kids I know can say to their parents." 
Miss Thursby became a Quaker ninc yea rs ago. Al­
though her parents are not Quakers, they gave their 
warm approval. The Thurshys live on the outskirts of 
Baltimore, where Emily Jane attended a school run by 
Quakers. Since then she has been a volunteer worker in 
various projects in the Baltimore ghettos and I];]s taught 
in a hospital for the mentally retarded. 
After gradua tion from high school, she was accepted 
by several top engineering schools in the East. Shc chose 
\Vashjngton University "becuuse the school had u good 
reputation and the engineering professors I talked to 
didn't make a big thing over the fact that you were go­
ing to he a 'girl engineer.' Some of the schools made you 
feel like a freak, and I liked the sensible attihlde here." 
AT THI:: U:\IVEHSITY, \'liss Thursby's voluntcer ,.lc tiVities have been limited because of the rigorous engineering 
curriculum. She has managed , however, to get involved 
in projects such as the ecology teach-in and , becallse of 
her love of music, various campus productiolls, including 
Bearskin Follies. She also works as a part-time clerk for 
the American Association of Collegiate Schools of Busi­
ness , which bas headquarters ill the Business School. 
During the past acadcmic yea r, \ 'Iiss Thursby, a junior, 
took six e11gineering courses and onc humanities coursc. 
"\Vith only one humanities COlll'se, I'm not learning all I 
could. I'm not saying that I shouldn't take the necessary 
engineering courses, but 1 think all students should h<lve 
a broader education. This is a changing campus, and 
mOl'e give-and-take be tween sh1dents ,md faculty is de­
veloping. 1\'0\\', we have an academic committee in the 
Engineering School that evaluates COuJ'Ses and lleal's stll­
dent grievances . \Vhether there is to he more of this 
kind of inte raction is oue of the major issues on all cam­
puses. Too many stndcnts are apathetic. For instance, 
th e students have elected a good, non-violent slate of 
student officers this semester, but they shollld hack them 
up wit.h ac tivc and vocal support." 
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Comment/On the Danforth Foundation grant 
THE DANFORTH FOUNDATlm-:'S gift of $1.3,000,000 to vVashington University is a tremendous tribute to the 
University and to the high national stature it has attained 
in recent years. It is a resounding vote of confidence in 
the present administration and a tangible proof of the 
Foundation's faith in the University's future. 
It is more than that: it is also a vigorous reaffirmation 
of the Danforth Foundation's conviction that the private 
university is essential to the healthy survival of higher 
education in this country. The Danforth grant is a tribute 
not only tD \Vashington University, but by implication to 
all private universities. It is a recognition of the sober 
fact that most private universities are facing severe finan­
cial problems and will survive only if they receive massive 
support from government and private donors. 
Since its founding i.n 1927, the Danforth Foundation 
has been dedicated to "philanthropy concerned primarily 
with people and values." It has concentrated its efforts Oil 
education and on the improvement of the quality of life 
in our cities. Through the years, \Vashington University 
has been the beneficiary, like many other collegcs and 
universities, of Danforth support. This latest and most 
munificent grant is the capstone of many years of the 
Foundation's support of \Vashington University. 
The Danforth gift marks the second time during the 
e ight-year administration of Chancellor Thomas H. Eliot 
that \Vashington University has received a grant of 
$1 5 ,000,000. Just five years ago, the Ford Foundation 
made a $15,000,000 challenge grant to Washington U ni­
vcrsity-a challenge that was met through the generosity 
of thousands of individual contributors: foundations, cor­
porations, alumni, and friends. The Ford Challenge Grant 
was met as part of the successflll completiDn of the 
University's "Seventy by Seventy" fund campaign, which 
exceeded its goal more than a year ahead of schedule. 
The Danforth grant also represents a major challenge. 
In Chancellor Eliot's words, "To achieve its purpose, to 
maintain the streng th and quality of the University, it 
mllst hc more than miltched from private sources." 
Like virtually all other private universities, VVashington 
University is faced with the necessity of maintaining high 
quality education in a time of ever-rising eosts. Every 
cHort must be made to keep tuition charges at a reason­
able level, the percentage of the annual budge t that can 
be met by earnings from endowment shrinks every year, 
and, in recent years, government slIpport is d eclining. The 
only possible answer is strong support from private donors, 
Every eHnrt has been made and is being made at 
\Vashington University to operate the institution eco­
nomically and effidently. Opcrating budgets have been 
pareel, stringent economies have been put into effect 
a ll along the line, and the most modcrn and efficient 
business management principles are observed. Yet, there 
w ill be an unavoidable gap between the funds that can 
be raised from endowment, tuition, and government sup­
port and inescapable cost increases. Exclusive of the 
School of Medicine, which also faces difficulties in meet­
ing its budget in an area of reduced government support 
of medicine, the University must receive at least $5,000,­
000 annually in unrestricted support from private donors. 
The generous Danforth grant will help enonnously, but 
it will not solve the Univenity's financial problems for 
the next five years. Rather, it is a challenge to other 
foundations, to corporations, to alumni Hncl friends, to 
see that the gap is closed. Hopefully, it will be the cat­
alyst that produces the. support the University must have 
in the years ahead if it is to continue to maintain its posi­
tion among the leading private universities of the nation. 
TilE 109TH Commencement of \Vashington U niversity this June was a happy occasion despite the pouring 
rain that forced the transfer of the ceremonies from the 
Quadrangle to the snug confines of the Field House. It 
was a ceremony that saw 2,006 degrees conferred, in­
cluding record-breaking numbers of Ph.D. and master's 
d egrees. All told there were 103 Ph.D.'s awarded, and 
6:37 master's degrees, including .306 in arts and sciences, 
84 in engineering and engineering administration, 26 in 
architecture and arehitccture and urban design, 90 in 
business adminis tration, 97 in social work, 1:3 ill law, 1:3 
in health administration, and six in dentistry. 
In addition to the 103 Ph.D.'s, 88 M.D.'s were con­
ferred and 48 D.D.S.'s, as well as 62 doctors of law, :32 
doctors of science in engineering, six doctors of business 
administration, and six doctors of social work. 
Of special significancc at every Commcncemcnt is the 
grad\Lation of those who have earned their degrees through 
long years of night school shldy in the School of Contin­
uing Education, which this year conferred 200 B.S. de­
grees, including the first 13aehelor of Technology degree. 
It took the combined eHorts of everyone associated 
with the University to produce these more than 2000 Dew 
degree holders. The students themselves invested years of 
study and hard work and their sueeess was made possible 
by the contributions of the faculty, the administration, the 
trustees, and all of the people who support the University 
fin ancially. Finally, it took the support and encouragement 
of the people behind the graduates who hclped sec their 
children and wives and husbands through the long years of 
~ tudy. 
VVashington University's 1970 Commeneement was an 
historic one in a year when unhappily some schools were 
forced to omit commencement entirely or to close their 
doors long before commencement. It was a happy and im­
pOi'tant occasion, for commencement is a ceremony mark­
ing the true purpose of the University-the bminess of 
education. 
-FUB 
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